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AccuPoint TR24G
• Trijicon
1-4x24 Riflescope $1,020.00

KeyMod™ is the tactical
industry’s new modular standard!

BCM Diamondhead
Defense •
• American
Folding Front Sight
RECON X Scope
®

Diamondhead
• BCM
Folding Rear Sight
®

Mount $189.95

$99.00

$119.00

• BCMGUNFIGHTER™
Compensator Mod 0

KMR-A15 KeyMod Rail
• BCM
Handguard 15 Inch $199.95
®

• BCMGUNFIGHTER™
Stock $55.95

BCMGUNFIGHTER™

KeyMod 1-Inch
Ring Light
Mount

BCM® KMR-A
KeyMod Free Float
Rail Handguards

For 1” diameter
lights $39.95

Same as the fantastic original KMR but
machined from aircraft aluminum!

Blue Force
Gear VCAS
Sling $45.00

BCM
BCM
BCM
BCM

®

BCM PNT™

®

BCM® A2X Flash
Suppressor $34.95

Ranger
• BCMGUNFIGHTER™
• GEARWARD
Grip Mod 0 $29.95
Band 20-Pak $10.00

$58.00

Low Profile
• BCM
Gas Block $44.95

• BCMGUNFIGHTER™
Vertical Grip Mod 3 $18.95

• BCMGUNFIGHTER™
QD End Plate $16.95

B5 Systems
SOPMOD
Bravo Stock

$89.95

KMSM
• BCMGUNFIGHTER™
KeyMod QD Sling Mount $17.95

9 Inch KMR-A9 . . . . . . . . $176.95
10 Inch KMR-A10 . . . . . . $179.95
13 Inch KMR-A13 . . . . . . $189.95
15 Inch KMR-A15 . . . . . . $199.95

Trigger Assembly

BCMGUNFIGHTER™

KeyMod Modular
Scout Light Mount

For SureFire Scout
Light $39.95

BCMGUNFIGHTER™

Polished – Nickel – Teflon
$59.95

PWS DI KeyMod Rail Handguard
Free float rail for AR15/M4 pattern rifles.

Wilson
Combat
Tactical
Trigger

PWS DI 12 Inch Rail . . . . . . . . $249.95
PWS DI 15 Inch Rail . . . . . . . . $249.95

PWS KeyMod
Polymer Bipod
Adapter $23.95

$269.95

Inforce
WML-HSP

$119.00

Daniel Defense SLiM Rail Handguard

Slim, Light, Modular KeyMod Free Float
DD SLiM Rail 12.0 . . . . . . . . . . $265.00
DD SLiM Rail 15.0 . . . . . . . . . . $265.00

Trijicon

TA31RCO-M4
ACOG 4x32

Daniel Defense
KeyMod Bipod
Adapter

$1,422.05

Aimpoint
PRO

Patrol Rifle Optic

$424.00

$47.00

Daniel Defense
KeyMod 1 O’Clock
Offset Rail Assembly
$39.00

KeyMod Modular
Light Mount

For 1913 mounted
lights $39.95

Arisaka Inline KeyMod
Scout Mount $34.00
Arisaka Ring KeyMod
1” Light Mount $44.00

Thorntail KeyMod Offset
Adaptive Light Mounts
Thorntail
1.030 Mount $70.00
Thorntail M3M6
1913 Mount $50.00

Arson Machine Company KeyMod
Light Mounts
Scout M600
Mount $48.00
1” Ring Mount $44.00

All pricing is subject to change without notice. Please see our website for current pricing.
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MISSION-GRADE PACKS.
FOR LIFE’S EVERYDAY, AND NOT-SO-EVERYDAY, ADVENTURES.

The new Prophet backpack from SOG. Field-proven by the toughest people on the planet. So wherever
you’re going and whatever you’re taking, your SOG pack can handle it. See the full line at sogpacks.com

LETTER FROM THE

EDITOR

The Elements of a

TACTICAL MINDSET
BY DAVE DOLBEE, EDITOR
iving a tactical lifestyle. To me, this means I subscribe to living. I will not only
survive, but I will protect my family, loved ones, and the innocents wherever
and whenever possible. To do this, I must constantly maintain my tactical
performance. This mindset requires these eight critical elements.

L

1. AWARENESS
Who are the people who will try to hurt me? What spaces have been cleared?
What threats remain? Do not think 360 degrees. Maintain a 540-degree vigil. That
means up, down and 360 degrees.

2. POSITION
Where is the nearest hard and soft cover? What is my angle to the threat? Can I
gain an edge by shifting a step or two to the right or left? Keep the threat to the
front and something solid backing your six. Where are your team members or partner? Keep your distance to put your opponent off guard—minimize your battlefield,
maximize the enemy’s.

3. A PUNISHING DEFENSE
In martial arts, one of the first things you’ll learn is that every block can be used as
a strike. Take this lesson to the extreme. If an attacker goes for your sidearm, understand the need for deadly force to defend yourself, pull out the stops—bite, kick,
gouge an eye and punch at the throat… Survive. Long practiced skills may win you
the day (and your life), but only if you have developed the mindset to survive.

4. ANTICIPATE
The plan is developed before the SHTF. Once you are in it, it’s too late to think
about what you’d like to do or should have done. How close is too close? What’s the
body language? Is he alone or are others lurking? Trust your gut if something feels
amiss. Draw a mental line in the sand. Once crossed, execute your plan.

5. KNOW YOUR LIMITS
Talk is cheap. We are not talking about spouting off on social media or bragging
to the girl at the bar. Sit down and have an honest conversation with yourself. What
you are willing to do in a crisis? What will the ramifications be? Are you willing to
shoot to stop a robbery at the convenience store? Are you willing to lose everything
you have to defend that action in court? What is your force continuum?
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6. OFF THE X
This issue has a story dedicated to running and gunning. Whatever you do, you do
not want to present a large or static target making it easier for the enemy. You are
standing on the X, the enemy’s bullseye. Get moving or get dead—and while you’re
moving remember: hard cover!
A tactical mindset is a skill that will save your life, but luck is not a strategy. Take
action and stay tactical. TW
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ARMS

& ARMOR
The threat environment is constantly evolving.
Your tactics and gear must keep up or historical
mistakes are destined to be repeated—
which will be of little consolation
at your funeral…
STORY BY HANZO HATTORI
PHOTOS BY JAIMEE ITAGAKI
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5.11 TacTec Plate Carrier with Paraclete SOST-500 riﬂe
plate insert. M&P 15T with Trijicon TR24 AccuPoint.
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Y

ou know the statistics: Approximately 300 law enforcement officers
responded on the morning of Dec. 2, 2015, when Syed Farook and
Tasfhin Maleek stormed the Inland Regional Center in San
Bernardino, California, killing or wounding 36 victims in a deadly rampage. If
anything about that dark day could be called fortuitous, it would be the happenstance that local police tactical teams were already mobilized and able
to respond within minutes.
But even without the usual mobilization delays, it was not a fully equipped
tactical team that first entered the site
of the shooting. The first three officers
on scene were patrol officers. Following
12 TACTICAL WORLD | SUMMER 2016

“active shooter” protocols, they bravely
made entry without waiting for tactical
support.
Statistics show that this bravery could
have gotten them killed. The husband-

and-wife attackers each carried two
weapons: AR-15 pattern rifles and 9mm
handguns. The former rifles pose a significant and increasing threat to law enforcement officers, even with protective gear.

A DISTURBING TREND
Between 2005 and 2014, 466 law
enforcement officers (LEOs) have been
“feloniously killed” by gunshot wounds. In
2005, just three of these killings were
committed with a rifle. By 2009 and 2010,
the use of rifle-caliber weapons in killings

Shooting a 9mm 147-grain JHP at 21 feet into Point
Blank’s Alpha Elite Level IIIA concealable tactical
body armor barely scraped the ﬁrst layers of Kevlar.

of law enforcement officers had spiked
to 15 per year. In 2014, there were 10. Of
the 10 in 2014, all 10 involved a semiautomatic rifle, in the pattern of an AR15 (.223/5.56 mm), AK-47 (7.62x39mm)
or AR-10 (.308 cal) type.
The FBI’s summaries reveal that in
addition to causing those 10 deaths, in
nine distinctly reported incidents, four of
the incidents involved rifle-armed suspects being able to cause multiple
causalities. The statistics also reveal
that in each of these cases, the officers

were wearing body armor; however, in
no case was the armor sufficient to stop
the rifle round. (Although, in several
cases, the officer was fatally wounded
beyond the coverage of the armor, i.e.
head or neck).
Handguns remain by far the most
common weapon in both firearms
assaults on LEOs and LEO fatalities. But
there is a disturbing trend of violent criminals armed with rifles being able to overpower multiple officers and negate any
and all effectiveness of the body armor.

In terms of ballistics, these types of
rifles, similar to military assault rifles
and sometimes known as “assault
weapons,” fire cartridges that are substantially weaker than big-game hunting weapons or battle rifles, but much
more powerful than handgun rounds. At
50 yards, the muzzle velocity of a typical
(*) .223 round is more than double that
of 9x19mm. The high velocity and bullet
construction used in these rifles allow
them to bypass soft body armor—any
kind of soft body armor, even the highSUMMER 2016 | TACTICAL WORLD 13

est rated (Level IIIA). Only armor with
plates designed specifically to stop a
rifle threat can defeat these types of
projectiles. (Our testing shows Level IIIA
armor as having no meaningful effect
on 5.56 mm projectiles.)
If the first-on-scene officers had
come under fire, their armor would have
offered them little or no protection,
unless they had the option to deploy
additional armor specifically calibrated
to the rifle threat. For major metropolitan police departments, giving officers
that option will likely require the acquisition of new equipment, development of
new or additional training, and a policy
change.
Each of the common pistol caliber tested fare against the Alpha Elite soft armor.

HISTORY LESSON

Chris Hirt of Point Blank Enterprise demonstrated that even blunt force trauma can be minimized
using its tactical body armor due to its proprietary construction as shown by the clay indentation
made by each of the pistol rounds.

History teaches us thematic lessons
about the balance between offensive
and defensive technologies. When soldiers fought with melee weapons, such
as forged metal swords that could
pierce skin and sever limbs, warriors
covered themselves from head to toe in
armor made of equally strong metals.
These had drawbacks: They were hot,
heavy and limited mobility to the point
that only mounted warriors could wear
the best protection. And, over time,
offensive technology neutralized the
armor advantage. In 1415, at the Battle
of Agincourt, English archers dealt a
tactical and moral defeat to the French.
The longbows of English archers delivered a projectile of such momentum
that it was able to defeat the armor of
the French Knights, which was meant to
protect against swords. Since the
Knights were not just a potent fighting
force but also battlefield leaders, their
defeat was both a tactical and moral
disaster for the French defenders.
Turning to the other side of the globe
and ahead to the 16th century, the
advent of firearms was an even greater
blow to the concept of armored warriors
reigning over the battlefield. The Battle
of Nagashino (1575) is often quoted as
the turning point in Japanese warfare
from swords to muskets. Oda
Nobunaga’s innovative use of firearms
defeated the Takeda clan’s famous cavalry tactics. (This battle where firearms
annihilated the foot and mounted soldiers is famously portrayed in Akira

Even the .44 Magnum round ﬁred from “the most powerful handgun in the world” could not penetrate the Alpha Elite’s Level IIIA soft armor.
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Handguns still remain the primary threat to most law enforecement, but more body armor manufacturers are producing models designed to defeat
riﬂe calibers as the threat grows.
Kurosawa’s 1980 classic “Kagemusha.”)
Because there was no technology at the
time to slow down an incoming projectile without creating such a massive
weight burden that the solider would be
immobile, armorers had no solution to
protect an individual exposed soldier
from gunfire. Tactics changed: first, to
volley-fire, because the arms of the day
were not very accurate; later, as they
became more accurate, and rates of fire
became higher in the 19th and 20th
century, battles became entrenched,
and then when trench warfare was
exhausted, battles became highly
mobile.

ARMOR EVOLUTION
Body armor first appeared in a civilian
law enforcement setting in the 1970s. At
the time, armor was very bulky, similar
to a flak jacket, and had limited ballistic
protection (only handgun calibers, and
certainly nothing more potent than a
.357 Magnum could be reliably protected). It would not make sense for soldiers to protect themselves from handgun fire, because on the battlefield, the

predominant threat is from rifles.
Since then, it has continuously
evolved to be more concealable, to the
point that major police departments
can and do require officers to wear concealable armor. However, in the experience of this author, as a Firearms and

Tactics Instructor for more than five
years, even with the modern evolution
of armor, it is hard for departments to
get 100 percent compliance with policy.
Bulk, discomfort and loss of mobility
remain concerns, as does an, “It will
never happen to me” mindset. These

KNOW YOUR LIMITS
Do you know the limits of your protective gear?
NIJ RATING
SOFT ARMORS

CORRESPONDING MAXIMUM THREAT LEVEL

Type IIA

9mm FMJ 124 gr @ 1225 ft/s; .40 S&W FMJ 180gr, up to 1155 ft/s

Type II

9mm FMJ 124 gr @ 1325 ft/s; .357 magnum JSP, 158 gr up to 1460 ft/s

Type IIIA

.357 Sig FMJ 125 gr @ 1470; .44 Mag SJHP 240 gr @ 1430 ft/s

HARD ARMOR/
PLATE INSERTS
Type III

7.62mm FMJ (M80) 147 gr @ 2780 ft/s

Type IV

.30 Call M2AP 166gr @ 2880 ft/s

Note: ratings for NEW not CONDITIONED armor used; velocities subject to +/- 30 ft/s variation
Source: US Department of Justice – National Institute of Justice NIJ Standard-0101.06
https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/223054.pdf
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OFFICER DOWN:

How Firearms Contribute To Peace Officer Deaths
YEAR

# OF FELONIOUSLY
KILLED PEACE
OFFICERS IN USA

KILLED BY
FIREARMS
(%)

FIREARM WAS
HANDGUN
(%)

FIREARM WAS
RIFLE
(%)

2009

48

45 (94%)

28 (62%)

15 (33%)

2010

56

55 (98%)

38 (69%)

15 (27%)

2011

72

63 (88%)

50 (79%)

7 (11%)

2012

48

44 (92%)

32 (73%)

7 (16%)

2013

27

26 (96%)

18 (69%)

5 (20%)

2014

51

46 (90%)

33 (72%)

10 (22%)

Total

302

279 (92%)

199 (71%)

59 (21%)

Source: FBI - Uniform Crime Reports https://www.fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/ucr/leoka
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types of issues are a minority, but it is
every department’s responsibility to
make sure they are actively discouraged.
The most recent evolution is the
portable armor plate, which protects
from rifle-caliber ballistics. This is now a
mature technology that, since the ’90s,
has seen body armor reintroduced to
the military. This should not be confused with the “trauma plate,” which is a
different type of armor insert that can
provide added protection.

TACTICAL CHANGES
Now that the threat of criminals armed
with rifle-caliber weapons is known, and
the limitations of soft body armor are
exposed, it is time to have a discussion
about whether patrol officers (not just
tactical teams) should carry additional

they didn’t have time to put it on. But,
the disadvantage of the former is that it
forces the officer to carry significant
extra weight. So it may discourage some
people from carrying their armor. And
any discussion of up-armoring has to be
mindful of that practical concern. Cost
is another huge factor that the department and the individual officers must
overcome.
Also, a rifle plate is overkill for the
more likely day-to-day threat of surprise
attacks by assailants armed with handguns. For the same reason we do not
deploy a rifle in every shooting, we also
do not need rifle plate armor for every
shooting.
Based on weighing these considerations, I am a proponent of having the
option to deploy a plate carrier. If your
department already has a patrol rifle
program, it should simply be added on
to the training, that in any scenario
where the rifle is deployed, the plate
carrier might be deployed as well.

SYSTEMS TEST

Shot 5.56 55-grain riﬂe round through my M&P 15T model at
Paraclete’s SOST-500 at extreme close distance. The round was
absolutely stopped with no chance of getting through.

armor. This is especially true now that we
are training officers to confront active
shooters who may be bent on committing mass casualties, where simply maintaining a perimeter is not effective.
After the LAPD pioneered the SWAT
Team, it became standard practice for
officers to stay in positions of safety and
wait for a tactical team to confront a
heavily armed or armored threat. But
mass shootings, specifically targeting
vulnerable civilians and sometimes children, have forced a change in tactics. We
are training our officers to make entrance
and move towards the gunfire and the
shooter while people are running away
from it. This is a fundamental change in
doctrine and tactics. But it would only
worsen the tragedy and undermine public confidence, as well as create addi-

tional casualties, if we order patrol officers to confront the active shooter only to
end up victims themselves.
How do we prevent officers who
bravely respond to an “active shooter”
incident from ending up like the
defenders at Agincourt?
The obvious answer is “more armor.” But
it’s not that simple. There are many
options to be considered. There are cost
considerations and practical considerations. Let’s look at the various options.
First, a department could convert all officers to concealable armor with low profile
rifle plate inserts. Another option is to
deploy a rifle plate in its own plate carrier,
over the top of the uniform, not concealed.
The advantage of always having the
plate is that it is always there; no one
will ever lose its advantage because

In researching for data for this article, I
tested two systems: First, a 5.11 (model),
which has been part of my personal
gear for the last four years. Second, I
deployed the Paraclete ARMIS tactical
vest and SOHPC Gen 3 plate Carrier
from Point Blank Enterprises.
I found that with no special training, it
took me about 10 seconds to fully armor
in the ARMIS system, and about 20 seconds using the 5.11. It took very little fitting, and there are only a few different
size options to accommodate nearly
every body size and type.
I also conducted an unscientific
demonstration of the ballistic properties
of the Paraclete SOST-500 rifle plate.
The armor plate, rated to stop rifle fire
including armor piercing assault
weapon rounds, was deployed on a
shooting mannequin and engaged from
10 yards distance with various rifle-caliber weapons, including 5.56 mm with
XM193 rounds, and with .308 Winchester 147-grain M80 ball. Even at this close
range, these rounds were stopped
absolutely by the armor plate, with only
slight surface spalling, no penetration.
The soft armor tested fared well
against handgun rounds, stopping sevSUMMER 2016 | TACTICAL WORLD 17

Chris Hirt of Point Blank ﬁtted the author the new ARMIS system from Point Blank Enterprise. It was light, ﬂexible and most of all ﬁt my body like a glove.

Removing the armor plate from the nylon cover revealed a gaping hole from a riﬂe round.
18 TACTICAL WORLD | SUMMER 2016

eral common rounds: 9mm, .40 S&W,
.45 ACP and even .44 Magnum, as rated.
However, it fared poorly against riflecaliber rounds. Every variant of 5.56 mm
that we tried—from M193 (55gr FMJ),
M855 Lake City Ball (62GR FMJ/SS109
Penetrator) and Mk 262 mod 1 (77gr
OTRM) penetrated a recently expired
unit of commonly used Level IIIa vest. In
fact, after going through the vest, these
rounds all traveled through 13 inches or
more of 10 percent ballistic gelatin.
(Some of the rounds went throughand-through, while others did fascinating things inside the gelatin).
Based on its rating, and my personal
demonstration, I would be very confident that this system would perform its
intended task: protecting my vital
organs from incoming fire from rifle-caliber weapons, and turning a probably
non-survivable wound into a survivable
discomfort. That is something that soft
armor alone will not do. I also believe it
would take fairly modest added acquisition and training to make plate carriers
such as the ARMIS, widely available. I
would simply train officers that in any
“Code Robert” situation (where deployment of our “Patrol Rifle” by a qualified
officer would be authorized), the officer

THE ARMIS
The ARMIS by Point Blank Enterprises offers an innovative
approach to body armor design. This scalable, side-opening carrier
allows tactical units the ﬂexibility to conﬁgure the body armor system to meet mission speciﬁc needs. This includes the capability to
release the complete vest in one quick motion and select the speciﬁc level of protection needed, while enhancing mobility, agility
and substantially improved range of motion for the operator.
Features include:

• Ergonomic carrier shape offers optimum protective
coverage while maintaining maneuverability

• Vest can be reassembled in two steps and easily conﬁgured for
left- or right-handed operators

• Available with HALO Buckle system for easy donning and doffing
• Strong and durable outer shell construction
• Integrated torso mesh padding system placed within
Tweave lining is designed to improve airﬂow and breathability

• Raised air channel padding with durable water-repellant
inner material

• Padded shoulder strapping system provides adjustability and
load-bearing support

• Ambidextrous cable channel openings on the chest
• Hidden wire routing channels
• Internal cummerbund helps stabilize the vest and provide
a secure ﬁt

• Sleeves inside each external cummerbund accommodate
ballistic inserts

•
• Kangaroo pocket on front ﬂap includes three riﬂe

Removable front ﬂaps to secure the external cummerbund
magazine inserts

can take the extra moment to deploy
the plate carrier at the same time.
Because many plate carriers combine
the plate carrier with a storage system,
officers could carry their rifle magazines
with the armor. Because there are fewer
sizing and fitting concerns, it would be
theoretically possible for the department—even a large department that
does not normally supply individual officers with their armor—to obtain a modest number of the plate carriers but still
be able to serve every officer who would
actually be in the field.

ARM UP, ARMOR UP
Threats will always evolve. The
trend does favor offense. It is easier to
come up with a bullet that will defeat
the existing armor, than to come up
with a new armor that will defeat the
20 TACTICAL WORLD | SUMMER 2016

• Heavy duty, reinforced “man down” strap
• External, bottom loading, hard armor plate pocket in the
front and rear

• Plate pocket per carrier size: Small: 8 inches by 10 inches;
Medium to 3XL: 10 inches by 12 inches

• MOLLE compatible webbing attachment system
• High visibility, removable 3-inch-by-7-inch ID panels in the
front and back

• Bottom grommets for drainage

bullet. Offensive innovation is proactive; defensive innovation is reactive.
But you do not want to be caught
without the best available protection
from the threat of the day, because
that is an avoidable disadvantage.
That is especially true when your job
is to uphold the rule of law.
We do not want, through inaction,
to create a perception among the
general public or the criminal community that the rule of law can be neutralized by something as simple as a
faster bullet. We do not want to exaggerate the risk: statistically, a peace
officer is more likely to be shot with a
handgun than a rifle. But the rifle is an
emerging threat creating a special
problem that we must now confront.
Police forces have responded to the
threat of better-armed criminals by

arming-up in the past, but now, the
armor technology has also matured to
the point that we can also, in tandem,
up-armor to the threat. I would
strongly recommend that if you are a
CLEO or policy-maker for your department, that you consider augmenting
your department’s existing patrol rifle
or active shooter doctrine to include
this equipment and proper training. TW

MAKE CONTACT
POINT BLANK BODY ARMOR
2102 Southwest 2nd Street
Pompano Beach, FL 33069
(800) 413-5155
www.pointblankenterprises.com

AR-15 TACTICAL ACCESSORIES
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GT-4MLK

GT-7MLK

GT-9MLK

GT-10MLK

GT-12MLK

4” Ultra Lightweight Thin M-Lok Free
Floating Handguard With Monolithic
Top Rail, U.S. Made

7” Ultra Lightweight Thin M-Lok Free
Floating Handguard With Monolithic
Top Rail, U.S. Made

9” Ultra Lightweight Thin M-Lok
System Free Floating Handguard With
Monolithic Top Rail, U.S. Made

10” Ultra Lightweight Thin M-Lok Free
Floating Handguard With Monolithic
Top Rail, U.S. Made

12” Ultra Lightweight Thin M-Lok Free
Floating Handguard With Monolithic
Top Rail, U.S. Made

GT-15MLK

GT-4MLK

GT-7MLK

GT-9MLK

GT-10MLK

15” Ultra Lightweight Thin M-Lok Free
Floating Handguard With Monolithic
Top Rail, U.S. Made

4” Ultra Lightweight Thin M-Lok Free
Floating Handguard With Monolithic
Top Rail, (Flat Dark Earth), U.S. Made

7” Ultra Lightweight Thin M-Lok Free
Floating Handguard With Monolithic
Top Rail, (Flat Dark Earth), U.S. Made

9” Ultra Lightweight Thin M-Lok
System Free Floating Handguard With
Monolithic Top Rail, (Flat Dark Earth),
U.S. Made

10” Ultra Lightweight Thin M-Lok
System Free Floating Handguard With
Monolithic Top Rail, (Flat Dark Earth),
U.S. Made

GT-12MLK

GT-15MLK

GT-7MLK

GT-9MLK

GT-10MLK

12” Ultra Lightweight Thin M-Lok
System Free Floating Handguard With
Monolithic Top Rail, (Flat Dark Earth),
U.S. Made

15”Ultra Lightweight Thin M-Lok
System Free Floating Handguard With
Monolithic Top Rail, (Flat Dark Earth),
U.S. Made

7” Ultra Lightweight Thin M-Lok Free
Floating Handguard With Monolithic
Top Rail, (OD Green), U.S. Made

9” Ultra Lightweight Thin M-Lok
System Free Floating Handguard With
Monolithic Top Rail, (OD Green),
U.S. Made

10” Ultra Lightweight Thin M-Lok
System Free Floating Handguard With
Monolithic Top Rail, (OD Green),
U.S. Made

GUNTEC USA

MA

A

15”Ultra Lightweight Thin M-Lok System
Free Floating Handguard With
Monolithic Top Rail, (OD Green),
U.S. Made

DE

US

GT-15MLK

IN

IN

12” Ultra Lightweight Thin M-Lok
System Free Floating Handguard With
Monolithic Top Rail, (OD Green),
U.S. Made

MADE IN ARIZONA, USA

U

SA

A
DE

GT-12MLK

BECOME A DEALER.
CALL 1-480-478-4517 TO FIND OUT HOW.
TO FIND A DEALER NEAREST YOU,
VISIT GUNTECUSA.COM

M

AN AMERICAN
COMPANY SERVING
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BEST NEW
BLACK GUNS
for 2016
The

BY BRAD FITZPATRICK
Interest in AR rifles is still at an all-time high, and more and more companies are
rolling out brand new designs. Here’s a look at some of the coolest black guns of 2016.

A

decade ago there were a handful of companies building AR rifles, but
today hundreds of rifles are available from various manufacturers
and builders. If you’re a little late coming to the AR party don’t fret,
for there are plenty of basic, entry-level guns on the market. If you’re an old
pro with these guns, you’ll still be interested to know that AR innovative
never seems to stop, and as more and more aftermarket products become
available for these guns, the AR platform becomes even more versatile.
Unlike some other guns, ARs attract a wide range of shooters, from
police and military to hunters to defensive shooters and three-gun
competitors. There are also plenty of new AR owners who are
buying rifles just because they’re so much fun. You can
head to the range with a handful of targets and a
few boxes of shells, shoot from close range
out to several hundred yards and not be
beaten up by recoil.
The new generation of AR owners want even
more from their rifles, and these manufacturers
seem willing to provide better guns all the time.
What’s new in ARs for 2016? A lot. Here are
some of our top picks for the best new black
guns this year.
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MOSSBERG
MMR CARBINE

“

Mossberg’s ﬁrearms are known
for reliability and affordability,
and the MMR doesn’t disappoint
on that front.

”

RUGER
SR-556 TAKEDOWN
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Mossberg has been making direct impingement (DI) 5.56 ARs for some time,
but for 2016, the brand is revamping the line starting with the MMR Carbine. The rifle
is available with a fixed or six-position adjustable stock and has a full-length top rail
that’s perfect for mounting just about any optic combination. The new MMR comes
with a 16.25-inch, 1:8 twist barrel with a carbine-length gas system and a low-profile
aluminum handguard that is lightweight and comfortable. The 13-inch handguard
utilizes the M-LOK system, so you can add rails and accessories as you wish without
the need for rails permanently mounted on the gun.
Mossberg’s firearms are known for reliability and affordability, and the MMR
doesn’t disappoint on that front. The previous model was a workhorse, and we can
safely assume that this new rifle will have the same robust working system as the
last-gen rifle, which is a good thing. The rifle comes with an A2 muzzle device.
MSRP: $910; mossberg.com

Ruger
SR-556 Takedown
Stock: Black synthetic, collapsible
Sights: Folding iron sights
Ruger’s piston-operated AR comes with a chrome-plated two-stage piston
that performs well and will last for years and years of hard use. In addition the
robust piston system, the new Ruger allows the shooter to remove the barrel without special tools for easy transport and storage, and it’s very easy to swap out the
Mil-Spec 41V45 5.56 barrel for a .300 Blackout barrel. The result? An AR that is not
only dead nuts reliable but also versatile enough to be used with a variety of loads
for various applications.
It serves as a great deer/varmint/predator combo rifle with the two-barrel set,
and it can be easily packed for hunts in deep country. The rifle comes with folding
iron sights and plenty of rail space for mounting additional optics. Need even more
add-ons? The KeyMod stock offers plenty of options, and the six-position collapsible stock makes this rifle even more user-friendly.
MSRP: $2,199; ruger.com

Barrel Length: 16.12 inches
Overall Length: 32.75 inches – 36 inches
Capacity: 30
Twist: 1:8 inches RH
Width: 2.50 inches
Height: 7.75 inches
Weight: 7.1 pounds
Thread Pattern: 1/2 inch-28
Finish: Manganese phosphate /
hardcoat anodized
Length of Pull: 11.10 inches - 14.40 inches
Grooves: 6
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SIG SAUER
M400 PREDATOR

SMITH & WESSON
M&P15 SPORT II
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“

The SIG Sauer universe is expanding at a very rapid rate and,
aside from all its new pistol and ammunition offerings, the brand has revamped
one of its ARs, the hunting-oriented M400 Predator.

”

The SIG Sauer universe is expanding at a very rapid rate, and aside from all its
new pistol and ammunition offerings, the brand has revamped one of its ARs, the
hunting-oriented M400 Predator. At the heart of the rifle is the M400 gas system,
which has worked quite well in other SIG rifles and should provide years of reliable,
consistent function in the Predator. Available in either 5.56 or .300 BLK, the Predator has a full-length, lightweight ALG free-float aluminum handguard that offers
plenty of space for gripping the gun. At the forward end of the handguard you’ll find
a short, fixed accessory rail for mounting equipment and M-LOK attachment points.
The two-stage match trigger allows you to deliver crisp, precise shots even at long
range, and the stainless steel hammer-forged barrel. The rifle ships with a fiveround magazine.
MSRP: $1,329; sigsauer.com

Smith & Wesson is adding to its already extensive line of ARs with the addition
of the budget-friendly M&P15 Sport II. But don’t think that just because this rifle is
inexpensive means that it’s cheap; it comes with a long list of great features like a
16-inch 4140 steel barrel with a 1:9 twist rate, 7075-T6 aluminum upper and lower,
and the rifle itself is protected with Armornite finish. This 5.56 rifle also comes with
a collapsible stock and iron sights (folding rear and fixed front). It’s a versatile AR
that’s perfect for anyone who’s looking to get started with black guns or a shooters
who wants a reliable, affordable firearm backed by one of the nation’s firearms
manufacturing giants.
MSRP: $739; smith-wesson.com
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LWRCI
DI

INDUSTRY ARMAMENT
MKI LEGACY
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LWRCI makes some of the best ARs on the market, but they’re also known to
be a little pricy. The tradeoff for spending that extra cash was a piston-operated rifle
that would run practically forever with a build quality that was second to none. For
2016, LWRCI is offering a rifle with a direct-impingement gas system, aptly called
the LWRC DI. The monoforge upper has a free-floating hand rail and a spiral-fluted
1:7 twist 16.1-inch barrel. The rifle also comes with a six-position adjustable stock,
completely ambidextrous controls that work equally well for right and left-handed
shooters, and a NiCorr treated gas block and tube that are protected from the elements. It’s the kind of rifle you’d expect from LWRCI, though perhaps not the operating system. The price will be equally pleasing, too.
MSRP: $1,599; lwrci.com

Industry Armament is making waves with the launch of several new ARs this
year, and headlining that is the MKI Legacy line. There are two initial versions: a 5.56
or .300 BLK carbine model with a 16-inch pipe and a 1:8 (1:8.5 in .300) Caudle 3Groove barrel, and a 7.62x51 (.308) version with an 18-inch barrel and a 1:11 barrel.
Both rifle models are lightweight (6.14 to 7.6 pounds) and come with an adjustable
stock. The nickel boron bolt carrier group is tough enough to stand up the heavy
abuse and rough conditions, and both rifles have Effin-A compensators. Prices are
also reasonable considering the list of high-quality features found on these guns.
MSRP: $1,699 to $1,899; industryarmament.com
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DANIEL DEFENSE
V7

BARRETT
REC 7DI
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DDM4 V7
Caliber: 5.56 mm NATO
Muzzle Thread: 1⁄2×28 TPI
(Threads Per Inch)
Gas System: Mid-length
Product Weight: 6.2 pounds
Length: 32 ¼ inches – 35 7/8 inches
Magazine: Magpul PMAG 30-round

Daniel defense is one of the premier AR companies, and the launch of its new
DDM4 V7 II has brand loyalists very excited. The new 5.56 V7 has a chrome-lined 16inch barrel with a 1:7 twist and it utilizes the M-LOK system on the Daniel Defense
MFR 15-inch rail. There’s a tremendous amount of rail space and this carbine is
capable of performing a very wide variety of tasks, from serving as a competition
rifle to personal defense to varmint and predator hunting. The rifle comes tipped
with a Daniel Defense-improved flash suppressor and also has an adjustable stock.
The cushioned pistol grip and rollover cheek piece on the stock make this a comfortable rifle to shoot, especially for high-volume shooting such as training or small
game hunting. MSRP: $1,599; danieldefense.com

Case: Daniel Defense full-latch
impact plastic case

Barrett REC7 DI
Caliber, Barrel length,
Barrel Type & Riﬂing Twist:
6.8 SPC
16-inch (40.6 cm) barrel:
1 in 10 inches (25.4 cm)
18-inch (45.7 cm) barrel:
1 in 10 inches (28 cm)
5.56 NATO
16-inch (40.6 cm) barrel:
1 in 7 inches (18 cm)
Barrett produces a wide range of tactical weapons designed for all sorts of
applications, from CQB guns to extreme long-range heavy weapons. This year, the
brand is launching the REC 7DI, a direct impingement gas AR. The main feature of
the REC 7DI is that the gas system is very user-friendly and can be adjusted quickly
and easily to meet the shooter’s exact needs based on the particular load being
fired. The Barrett is available in a wide variety of calibers, too; there are 5.56 and
.300 BLK options, but there’s also a 6.8 SPC version available that works very well
for self-defense but is also one of the go-to hunting calibers for AR fans. The bolt
carrier in nickel boron plated and the exterior of the rifle gets a Cerakote treatment
that further protects the rifle against the elements. The trigger is excellent and barrel lengths vary from 10.25 to 18.
MSRP: $1,899; barrett.net

18-inch (45.7 cm) barrel:
1 in 7 inches (18 cm)
.300 Blackout
10.25-inch (26 cm) barrel:
1 in 7 inches (18 cm)
16-inch (40.6 cm) barrel:
1 in 7 inches (18 cm)
Operation:
Direct impingement system;
semi-automatic or select ﬁre
Weight:
5.5 pounds (2.49 kg)
6.2 pounds (2.81 kg)
6.5 pounds (2.94 kg)
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CMMG
M447 KRINK

Aguilla’s AR Ammo
Aguilla is Mexico’s
largest ammunition
manufacturer, and its
budget-friendly 5.56
and 7.65x51 AR ammo is
winning over fans in the
U.S. and abroad. In addition, the company is also offering rimﬁre
ammunition and shotguns shells, including its innovative new Minishell that reduces the recoil and noise of 12 gauge shotguns, making it
a perfect practice round or for use when introducing new shooters. It’s
available with 7 ½ shot, 00 buckshot or slugs, making it an effective
defense against snakes and two and four-legged predators.
The groundbreaking Colibri .22 cartridge is actually powderless,
making less recoil, and less noise than standard .22 Short ammo. The
5.56 FMJ ammunition is very affordable and extremely reliable; average velocities are consistent and accuracy is impressive. For more info
visit aguillammo.com.
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CMMG launched its Mk47 last year. Aptly called the
“Mutant,” this rifle broke ground as an AR that fired 7.62x39
ammunition, readily available in surplus stores, and accepted
AK-47 magazines. Despite this, the Mk47 still has the feel and
function of the all-American AR, with familiar controls and the
robust reliability the makes CMMG stand out.
The new AKS13 version has a KRINK muzzle device that is
pinned and welded to the 13-inch barrel, giving it a barrel
length of 16 inches. The 15-inch CMMG handguard runs
almost the entire length of the barrel and offers plenty of
room for mounting accessories. There’s a generous flat top
design with space for optics (this gun practically screams to
be mated with a small reflex sight like the Trijicon MRO), and
the versatility and added knockdown power of the 7.62x39
make this a great defensive rifle and perhaps the most underrated hog hunting rifle in production today.
MSRP: $1,749.95; cmmginc.com

Now featuring Midwest Industries
proprietary new patent pending
torque plate attachment system!
◆ Professional grade, one piece free float design
and construction, super lightweight
◆ High quality, T-marked MIL-STD 1913 top rails
◆ 6061 aluminum, hard coat anodized for a lifetime of service ◆ Fully dehorned for non-abrasive, comfortable feel
◆ Simple installation, barrel nut, torque plate, barrel nut wrench included ◆ 100% Made in U.S.A. - MI Lifetime warranty

MI AR-15/M16 Gen3 SS-Series
One Piece Free Float Handguards

◆ Super slim 1.5 inch outside diameter, 1.30 inch inside diameter
◆ Aluminum rail section with anti-rotation QD socket and bipod
stud included
Special Introductory Retail Prices!

7.25 Inch Carbine - 7.2 ozs with barrel nut . .#MI-SS7G3
9.25 Inch Mid-Length - 8.4 ozs w/barrel nut .#MI-SS9G3
10.5 Inch Carbine - 8.7 ozs with barrel nut .#MI-SS10G3
12.625 Inch Rifle - 9.9 ozs with barrel nut . .#MI-SS12G3
15 Inch Rifle - 11.5 ozs with barrel nut . . . . .#MI-SS15G3

$139.95
$149.75
$156.00
$179.95
$189.95

MI AR-15/M16 Gen3 T-Series
One Piece Free Float Handguards
◆ Provides a continuous monolithic look with full length upper rail
◆ Featuring high quality T-marked MIL-STD 1913 rails

Special Introductory Retail Prices!
7.25 Inch Carbine - 9.3 ozs with barrel nut . . .#MI-T7G3 $149.95
9.25 Inch Mid-Length - 11.1 ozs w/barrel nut .#MI-T9G3 $159.95
10.5 Inch Carbine - 12.0 ozs with barrel nut .#MI-T10G3 $169.95
12.625 Inch Rifle - 14.4 ozs with barrel nut . .#MI-T12G3 $189.95
15 Inch Rifle - 17.1 ozs with barrel nut . . . . . .#MI-T15G3 $209.95

M-LOK™ Compatible!

MI AR-15/M16 Gen3 SSM-Series
One Piece Free Float Handguards
◆ Featuring three sides of Magpul® M-LOK™ compatible slots
◆ One five slot M-LOK™ compatible polymer rail section included

Special Introductory Retail Prices!
$149.95
$159.95
$179.95
$189.95

9.25 In. Mid-Length - 7.5 ozs w/barrel nut. #MI-SSM9G3
10.5 Inch Carbine - 8.1 ozs w/barrel nut. . #MI-SSM10G3
12.625 Inch Rifle - 9.1 ozs with barrel nut . #MI-SSM12G3
15 Inch Rifle - 10.1 ozs with barrel nut. . . . #MI-SSM15G3

Magpul® and M-LOK™ are trademarks of Magpul Industries Corp.

KeyMod Compatible!

MI AR-15/M16 Gen3 SSK-Series
One Piece Free Float Handguards
◆ Featuring three sides of KeyMod compatible slots
◆ One five slot KeyMod compatible aluminum rail section included

Special Introductory Retail Prices!
$169.95
$174.95
$199.95
$219.95

9.25 In. Mid-Length - 7.6 ozs w/barrel nut .#MI-SSK9G3
10.5 Inch Carbine - 8.0 ozs w/barrel nut . .#MI-SSK10G3
12.625 Inch Rifle - 9.2 ozs with barrel nut .#MI-SSK12G3
15 Inch Rifle - 10.3 ozs with barrel nut . . . .#MI-SSK15G3

W292S4498 Hillside Rd, Waukesha, WI 53189 ◆ Tel: 262-896-6780, Fax: 262-896-6756

www.midwestindustriesinc.com
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ROCK RIVER ARMS
LAR-15 X-SERIES X-1 RIFLE

Rock River Arms LAR-15 X-Series X-1 rifle features an 18-inch fluted stainless
steel barrel with a 1:8 twist,low-profile gas block, two stage trigger and RRA Winter
trigger guard. A favorite of shooters and law enforcement, the LAR-15a includes a
forged A4 upper receiver with a choice of wither the RRA Beast or Hunter muzzle
brake, and a hogue rubber pistol grip. Speaking of choices, the LAR-15 is available
with two buttstock options: the RRA Operator A2 and the Operator CAR. With the
A2 stock, the LAR-15 X-1 has a weight of 7.8 pounds and a length of 38.5 inches.
With the CAR stock, Rock River's LAR-15 has a weight of 7.7 pounds and 36 inches.
This ultimate AR also has an RRA TRO-XL extended free float rail handguard and an
accuracy of 3/4 MOA at 100 Yards.
MSRP: $1,495 to $1,555; rockriverarms.com TW

LAR-15 X-Series
X-1 Rifle
Caliber: .223 Wylde Chamber
for 5.56 and .223 Cal
Lower Receiver: Forged RRA LAR-15
Upper Receiver: Forged A4
Barrel: 18 inch Fluted Stainless Steel,
1:8 Twist, Bead Blasted and Cryo Treated
Gas Block: Low Proﬁle Gas Block
Brake: RRA Beast or Hunter Muzzle Brake,
1/2-28 Thread
Trigger: RRA Two Stage/RRA Winter
Trigger Guard
Safety: RRA Star Safety
Pistol Grip: Hogue Rubber Grip
Buttstock: RRA Operator A2 or
Operator CAR Stock
Handguard: RRA TRO-XL Extended
Free Float Rail
Weight/Length (A2 Stock): 7.8 Pounds
/ 38.5 Inches
Weight/Length (CAR Stock): 7.7 Pounds
/ 36 Inches
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®

IN THE RIGHT HANDS!
in the US in 1990, the Jericho 941
ide acceptance by American shooters
5 years. Based on the highly regarded CZ-75 short recoil system, Jericho pistols combine
and function with IWI’s exceptionally high standards for reliable performance, accuracy and
uction. Available in 9mm, .40S&W and .45ACP in steel frame models and 9mm and

polymer frame models.

Innovate. Optimize. Perform.

IWI US, Inc. | info@iwi.us | w w w.i w i .u s
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“Without a rifle you are nothing, worthless, you are
waiting for death, any minute, any second.”
—Aron Bielski

STORY BY MEGAN HOLLY
ART BY STRAIGHT 8 PHOTOGRAPHY

D

ressed in black, compact in size, powerful, fast and the ringleader of the popular crowd. You take pride in showing her off
to your friends—she’s like a picturesque, refined woman: head
turning, admired and fits perfectly in your arms. As any woman
can be, your AR is also demanding, slightly entitled and
requires every ounce of your attention and care. You
treat her right, and she will function without hesitation or regard.
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The counterpart to the AR, however,
operates on a different principle entirely.
The bolt-action stands with a stoic
grace; her confidence assures you of the
sheer power in every round and requires
less security in the attention you provide. The only thing she asks is for the
intimacy and human touch of the bolt to
get the job started, and she’ll go all
night. Let’s face it, your classic boltaction rifle when compared to the “pop
culture” of the AR, is that of Audrey
Hepburn taking on Kim Kardashian.
Though both the bolt-action and the
AR-style rifles offer a variety of caliber
options, the more coveted and soughtafter choice falls on the .300 blackout. A
man-stopper in both platforms, the
admired .300 blackout caliber brings
the familiarity of the 5.56-sized brass,
with the heavy-duty, short-range 30caliber performance and an undeniable
weight savings. It begs the question:
Which rifle should have the honor of
slicing through thin air with your .300
blackout ammo?

BOLT-ACTION BLACKOUT
Enter Grey Ghost Precision, which
recently unveiled the Specter Dark, a

“

After proving its viability at distances
on live tissue, we began to research
different platforms and conﬁgurations
of what we found was a market gap.

”

new member to its Specter
series rifles that’s chambered in
.300 blackout. After the successes of its first two rifles in the
Specter Series—the Specter Light
(5.56) and Specter Heavy (7.62)—it
was only expected that the newest
member, the Specter Dark, would be
everything we ever wanted, and boy
was it!
In 2013, the popularity of the .300
blackout round started to gain momentum, creating a controversy of speculation as to what the true capabilities of
the round were. The round was appealing to the team at Orion Design Group in
that it was legal to hunt in Wyoming
with the AR platform rifles, but the con-

The MDT Polymer mag ﬁts perfectly in the Orias Chassis
Mag well. The ergonomically placed mag release
ensures a rapid change of magazines when needed.
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sideration
of weight
was always at
the forefront of
their minds when hunting at 10,000 feet, several miles into the
back country.
“After a satisfying hunting season
with the .300 blackout, we were
impressed with the performance of the
round in the AR platform,” stated Brian
Bishop, the founder of the newly
formed Lone Element and former president and chief executive officer of
Orion Design Group. “After proving its
viability at distances on live tissue, we
began to research different platforms
and configurations of what we found
was a market gap.”
At the time, everything for the .300

blackout round
was semi-automatic—
and instantly the gap was
recognized as the legalities for
hunting in most states didn’t allow the
semi-auto.
“We began to interview several of our
friends in the hunting, military and law
enforcement communities about their
thoughts on a precision .300 blackout
rifle,” Bishop said. “The consensus was
clear, as everyone agreed there was a
solid application for a bolt-action rifle in
the .300 blackout caliber.”

DAGGER TAKES SHAPE
After a brainstorming session over
some cold beers with Graff Customs,
Orion Design Group began to piece
together how its perfect rifle would be
spec’d out. It was at this moment that
the concept for the Dagger began to
take shape.
“We wanted a rifle that was lightweight and compact but still high performing,” Bishop said. “Most of the parts
we selected were a no-brainers in terms
of durability and weight savings, but the
chassis was a bit of a question.
“After a few days of considering all
our options, we discovered that our
good friends (at what had become the

GREY GHOST PRECISION
Grey Ghost Precision is a new riﬂe company that started out of love for

alliance with Mega Arms, and they have worked together to get the

the industry and ﬁrearms in general. Based in Lakewood, Washington,

Specter Series of riﬂes made to strict speciﬁcations. The Dagger will be

the company has three current offerings in .308, 5.56 mm, and .300

the next ﬁrearm from Grey Ghost Precision. The Grey Ghost Precision

Blackout. These are 16-inch direct impingement gas guns that have

staff is a band of like-minded professionals with a variety of back-

become very popular and reliable. Grey Ghost Precision has a rock steady

grounds. They are agile and responsive to their customers.
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FEATURES
• Remington 700 short action receiver,
mapped and blueprinted
• Remington-X trigger
• 14.5 inch proof carbon ﬁber barrel with
SilencerCo pinned brake/mount
• Orias chassis with Magpul MOE
and pistol grip
• XLR folding mechanism for the stock
• Mil spec, carbine buffer tube
• MDT mag
• Fluted bolt with an oversized
bolt knob and SAKO extractor

unstoppable team at Grey Ghost Precision and Mega Arms) had produced a
slim beautiful precision rifle chassis that
was only 2.2 pounds,” he continued. “We
contacted them and presented our data
and business case for the rifle and the
project took off from there.”
Few companies have been able to
successfully make the step as seamlessly as Grey Ghost Gear and its expansion into the precision firearms world.
The company, which is best known for
its gear, garments and packs, launched
itself headfirst into what is seen as an
already crowded market. The first three
rifles in the Specter Series from Grey
Ghost Precision were nothing short of
awesome, and anyone who knows the
team at Grey Ghost would know they
weren’t satisfied with stopping there.
Recognizing the need for a rifle that is
lightweight and compact, but uncompromising on performance, Grey Ghost
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turned their
heads in the
direction of the
bolt-action rifle platform—and The Dagger was born.
“There is something incredibly intimate about a bolt-action rifle,” stated
Grey Ghosts’ GW Ayers. “Anything that
requires the application of raw human
force versus gasses dispelled from the
tiniest hole in the barrel brings something primal out in a shooter. The realization that you alone are what is
required to make the rifle function by
recycling the bolt brings an immediate
connection between you and the gun;
you are necessary to one another.”

UNASSUMING AND FUNCTIONAL
Beginning solely on the topic of discretion, bolt-action rifles take the AR to
school—charm school. Most non gun-

Easy storage and concealment with a
fast, solid lock up allows easy transport
and set up when the action breaks.

The Dagger can also be outﬁtted with a
standard six-position adjustable stock.
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The XLR industries folding stock adapter
decreases the length of the Dagger while
carried and stored. This gun can get small.

“

Recognizing the need
for a riﬂe that is lightweight
and compact but uncompromising
on performance, Grey Ghost turned
their heads in the direction
of the bolt-action riﬂe platform—
and the Dagger was born.

”

The heart of the Dagger is the Remington 700 short action, making the controls and feel
simple and familiar.
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owners view a bolt-action-individual as
a gentleman; one who dabbles in a perfectly aged bottle of Scotch, and takes
pride in the look of his firearm. Sleek,
curved in all the right places, and fit to
spoon perfectly against you, the boltaction takes pride in its unassuming
appearance, where “discretion,” for the
AR is somewhat… far fetched.
As is the case with Grey Ghost’s
newest rifle (which is still in its prototype stages), the Specter Dagger is built
using the popular Mega Arms Orias
Chassis with an XLR push-button folding stock adaptor, and the powerful
Grey Ghost Precision 7075-T651 billet
aluminum. Equipped with a mil-spec

carbine buffer tube, Magpul center
stock, cheek riser and grip, MDT box
mag and Seekins Precision 20 MOA
Picatinny rail, you’re sure to have a rig
that is both unassuming and functional.
You can practically smell the rich
mahogany of the shelf this beauty will
call home.
The barrel of any rifle is what
breathes life into it, and Grey Ghost Precision isn’t taking that responsibility
lightly in any way. The Dagger will host a
14.5-inch Proof Research carbon fiber
barrel with 1:8 5R rifling and 5/8-24
threaded muzzle with a SilencerCo
pinned break and mount.
While bolt-action rifles are the epitome of silence, with ability to chamber
cartridges with virtually no sound when
closing the bolt stealthily into battery,
the option to add a silencer only makes
the silence more deafening.
The Remington X-Mark Pro Trigger
drives the rifle. With virtually no creep
and overtravel, it is known to have a
“breaks-like-glass” feel. To ensure the
perfect trigger pull, meticulous time was
spent to adjust and reduce the creep,
and the weight of pull was set to a
sharp 2.5 pounds.
A Remington 700 short-action
receiver, mapped and blueprinted,
makes up the heartbeat of the Dagger. A
spiral-fluted bolt with an oversized spiral fluted bolt knob and SAKO Extractor
provide for increased reliability for case
extraction. The smoothness of the bolt
in the action compares to silk pajamas
on satin sheets.
To ensure protection against the elements, and to maintain the perfect
appearance every time it walks into a
room, the Dagger is Cerakoted throughout.

LAR-15 IRS MID IRS1815X
with RRA Operator CAR Stock

MSRP: $1565*

PARTNERED WITH THE BEST
Grey Ghost has maintained a reputation of ensuring the best products for its
customers. One way they are able to
achieve this is by partnering with the
industry’s best. For The Dagger, Grey
Ghost chose to work with C&H Precision
Weapons, out of LaBelle, Florida.
“Partnering with C&H Precision
Weapons was an easy choice, when it

Follow Us On

Capturing the Lifestyle that is Firearms!
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The Dagger is equipped with a Silencerco
Omega Brake and Mount.

came to determining who would build
the Dagger,” said Lindsey Lea, director of
business development and supernova at
Grey Ghost. “We take pride in aligning
ourselves with companies who share our
same values, and work ethic. C&H takes
personal account for everything that
goes out its door, and that accountability
further cemented its place in our hearts.”
C&H has built a reputation of manufacturing of the highest-quality handbuilt precision rifles, working with each
customer’s unique set of requirements
for their particular application. C&H’s
quality control measures are known to
be some of the highest order, and it
stands by every product it manufacturers. It also manufactures the authentic,
mil-spec USMC M40 series rifles, the
standard issue bolt-action sniper rifle
used by U.S. Marine Scout Snipers for
nearly 50 years—requiring precision and
an unwavering sense of quality.
As the conversation for the Dagger
became more real, Grey Ghost Precision
knew it had to be particular with who it
partnered with. Anything less than perfect simply wouldn’t do. And now the two
companies are working to grace us with
one of the most awesome, and pretty
damn sexy, bolt-action platforms to date.

HONEST FEEDBACK
When the Dagger arrives, the box
doesn’t scream at you. It’s subtle, quiet
and almost introverted. Similar to the
contents inside, it needs no introduction,
flashy colors or even a bedazzling marquee. It’s unassuming, stoic and demands
you to want to know more. Opening the
lid sends you down a rabbit hole of per-

“

To ensure user-satisfaction and
ultimate perfection, Grey Ghost currently has the prototypes in the
hands of trusted industry partners
and professionals. Their feedback
will be invaluable in improving the
rifles and ensuring they are exactly
what its customers want to carry.
Grey Ghost isn’t one of those com-

We will only produce products that we
would personally own or operate.
There is absolutely no exception to that rule.

fection. This symphony of mastered aesthetic, craftsmanship and fit screams at
you with just a wink of the eye.
Grey Ghost has worked hard to maintain a reputation in the industry that is
second-to-none when it comes to class,
work ethic and innovation. The team not
only brings new products to the market
on a consistent basis, but it ensures
each product that goes out the door is
worthy to carry the brand’s name. That
doesn’t stop with the Specter rifles that
come out of Grey Ghost Precision.

”

panies who asks for help and then
decides it’s going to do it anyway.
Taking in every ounce of feedback, in
conjunction with thoughts from special forces teams and instructors, law
enforcement, competition shooters
and hardcore hunters, the product
you will see come out of the box will
be the result of legitimate evaluations and honest feedback.
“We make it a point to remain relevant to our customers by being in
constant contact with them,” Ayers

The Dagger will host a 14.5-inch Proof Research carbon
ﬁber barrel with 1:8 5R riﬂing and a 5/8-24 threaded
muzzle with a SilencerCo pinned break and mount.
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said. “Feedback is the most important aspect in price point, design and
manufacturing, and we realize how
imperative it is to humble ourselves
to know that.”
The Dagger is the perfect next addition to the Specter family at Grey
Ghost Precision. Maintaining the company’s commitment to producing a
firearm that will last multiple lifetimes,
the company took into account everything a bolt-action represents, and
combined that with the best manufacturing the industry can offer.
When it comes to any of the rifles
and parts in the Grey Ghost family, its
philosophy is simple: “We will only
produce products that we would personally own or operate. There is
absolutely no exception to that rule.”

STRONG, SEXY, ACCURATE
At this stage of development, the
Specter Dagger is already demanding
attention. Due to be released in 2017,
this rifle is strong, sexy and every bit
accurate—a bolt-action rifle any precision shooter would be excited to
add to their collection. An American
company, partnered with American
companies with satisfaction as the
main goal, seamlessly builds it.
If you have any questions about the
Specter Series of rifles, Grey Ghost’s
methodology, manufacturing
processes or quality control procedures, or if you just want to have a
serious discussion about damn good
rifles, don’t hesitate to contact them.
They’re always up for a great chat, a
stiff drink and a great time. TW

Three
Riﬂes

Eight

Handguns

Ten

Knives

Protection
Hidden in Plain Sight.
Make every room your “safe room” with discreet
home defense solutions by TacticalWalls. Designed
to inconspicuously blend-in with the décor of your
home, yet provide lightning-quick access when
needed. TacticalWalls offers a full range of concealed storage options for every room in the house.

TacticalWalls.com
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COLT DEFENSE

”
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SHOOTING
ON
THE

MOVE
Too many of us spend our time firing at a static
target at a preset distance. We do not move when
firing. We simply stand and deliver practice shots;
we learn almost nothing to prepare for a real world
confrontation. This is simply making brass, not
training. You need to light a fire and get moving—
before you get dead…

TEXT AND PHOTOS BY BOB CAMPBELL

S

hooting on the move should be addressed only
when you have completely mastered the safety
requirements of the firearm. Muzzle discipline
must be respected at all times. With the proper mindset
and a background in safety and marksmanship, you need
to proceed to firing on the move.

Teamwork and movement are vital
and must be practiced to master.
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Practicing using the vehicle as cover is excellent training.

MOVE, STOP, FIRE
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COLT DEFENSE

Firing on the move is an important
skill that teaches you how to make good
hits at moderate ranges. The drills begin
with the rifle held at low ready. You
should understand high ready, which is
the rifle held high but not aimed, and
low ready, which is a suitable position
for long-term alert and guard duty. The
rifle is held across the front of the body
with the muzzle down and the firing
hand in control of the rifle.
When practicing moving drills, the
shooter begins with a proven cadence of
fire and movement. First, the shooter
moves the weak side foot forward. The
first step with the weak side is a long
step. Next, make a shorter step with the
strong-side foot. Keep the body stabilized at all times. Usually, in this type of
drill, you do not actually fire when moving but fire just after rapid movement

Moving quickly to cover and taking a low proﬁle is important.
and when movement has stopped. An
important skill is to master this movement toward the target, then stop
movement, and fire at a target.
Begin at 10 yards and work up to 25
yards. Practice moving to cover and
moving to the rear. The strong side foot
moves first to the rear in rearward

movement and then the weak side foot.
The first step is always largest, followed
by a short step. In other words, one leg
slides to one side in a long step or sliding movement, depending upon the terrain. The other foot moves to meet the
first foot moved, resulting in smooth
movement.

To sidestep, move the foot on the side
you wish to move first—right foot for
right movement—with a larger then a
smaller step. This is a good drill to practice in the home when crossing doorways as quickly as possible and also
when moving to cover. Side step, stop
movement, and then fire.

FIRING ON THE MOVE
Shooting while actually moving
demands more discipline and practice.
Begin at low ready and hold the upper
body as upright as possible with complete control of the rifle. The knees are
bent to act as a shock absorber but not
excessively so. You will step with the
foot in the rear first. This foot moves you
forward in motion. You are shoving off
so to speak.
As you begin to move forward, the
rifle comes out of low ready and into the
firing position. The rifle comes to the
shoulder, and you fire as soon as the
sight picture is confirmed. Some practice should be taken in firing on the
move. In a dynamic home invasion or
takeover robbery, the ability to fire
quickly and accurately on the move
could be a great advantage.
Moving forward is often called the
tactical advance. This was well understood by troops in World War II. First,
take a wide step forward with the weak
side foot. Then, take a small step with
the strong side foot to follow. Repeat
this drill and practice side steps and firing as you stop movement.
Firing on the move is a last-ditch
technique that should be practiced.
The best use of movement is moving
to a braced firing position or moving to
cover. Firing on the move is a difficult
skill to master. Within the confines of
the home, practicing movement so
that you do not trip on an object in the
home is important. Remember, safety
first. Keeping the finger off of the trigger and exercising trigger discipline
means the most.

DRILL FOOTWORK
When practicing on the firing range,
we have a tendency to stay planted to
the point where we begin to grow
roots—but that’s a habit that should be
changed.

When ﬁring and moving our goal should be to ﬁnd cover or a braced ﬁring position.

Imagine being awakened at night and
two members of our ex-con protein-fed
criminal class are walking down the
hallway toward you with their handguns
in hand; you do not wish to give a target
indicator and offer a good target.
At a minimum, you need to sidestep
to one side or the other, making yourself
a harder target. You may be able to disappear behind a wall. If you have not
mastered the basics of marksmanship,
you will be hopeless when attempting

“

Shooting while
actually moving
demands more
discipline
and practice.

”

A Good Drill
Begin at 7 yards. Sidestep to the right, and keep moving until you have moved about 7 yards
from the target to the right. Then, ﬁre back and to the left. This is a good beginning. You also need
to consider choosing a range with the proper layout to conduct these drills. The drills should ﬁrst
be done utilizing dry ﬁre. After sufficient practice as to be comfortable with the drill without conscious thought, progress to live ﬁre. Always retain muscle discipline. Never let the muzzle cover
your body or anywhere in the home where your family is waiting for you to rescue them!
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Shoot and move as necessary. Be ready to get off the X and return ﬁre above or below, or through cover as necessary.

You should practice quickly taking cover or going prone if need be.
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“

Firing on the move
is a last-ditch
technique
that should
be practiced.

”

to fire and move. You need to develop
footwork patterns—including a lateral
step away from the line of attack. Just
such a simple step may confuse the
adversary. The watchword is controlled
movement. Moving backward and tripping is uncontrolled movement and
must be avoided.
A number of drills should be practiced
to deepen your tactical arsenal. As an
example, moving and quickly rolling to
prone is important. Without any
obstructions, move forward and brace
yourself as you quickly roll to the
ground. Roll on the weak-side shoulder,
get the rifle positioned, and roll into the
firing position.

FIND COVER
Among the most important aspects
of moving and shooting is moving to a
favorable firing position. Shooting while
moving and shooting on the move in my
opinion are defined by a well-founded
desire to find cover. The threat is
addressed if necessary while we are
moving but in the end, the primary motivation is finding cover. All of the tactics
we learn are designed to achieve this
goal. TW

Moving quickly the legs providing a stable ﬁring platform is important.

Team Work
If you are in a team or a two-person defensive group in the home, team tactics should be practiced and practiced often. When practicing these
tactics, the assumption might be that one part of the team is under ﬁre. The premise is that your cover just isn’t making the cut or you are being
ﬂanked and you need to bug out. The other team member(s) will address the threat as you move.
There are a lot of premises and assumptions made during team training, but the bottom line is that the training should be done and the training
should be ﬂexible. Split the runs up with the man on the left being the cover man, then the man on the right, and proceed from there. When performing these drills never crisscross the range with ﬁre, that isn’t safe. The right hand shooter addresses right hand targets and so forth.
Some training facilities will allow greater latitude in ﬁre, most do not. When moving the trigger ﬁnger is out of register, the safety is on, and the
muzzle is down. When moving to cover with a partner, never neglect the outward peel. You move with the muzzle away from the other shooter. Using
the outside peel during movement limits exposing the other team members to your muzzle and is a safe means of maneuvering. The moving and
shooting partner should always be aware of each other.
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THE TIP OF THE SPEAR
IS NOW A TRIDENT

Designed as the ﬁrst riﬂe built speciﬁcally for MARSEC
(Maritime Security) operations, Battle Riﬂe Company’s
BR4 Trident is ready to defend against the elements,
Somali pirates or any other enemy that dare to cross its path.
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STORY AND PHOTOS BY DAVE DOLBEE

B

attle Rifle Company: The name alone stirs something deep in the pit
of the stomach of every warrior. Although BRC is young by the standards of many manufacturers (founded in 2010), it makes up for its
youth with decades of experience. Though there are dozens, perhaps hundreds, of AR manufacturers, you’ll only carry one AR into battle, and BRC
claims to have a platform tailored to your needs. Claims are great, but a
claim of quality means little on the range and nothing on the battlefield. I
was interested in putting the BR4 Trident through its paces to determine
whether the rifle was worthy of the name.
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BR4 PLATFORM RIFLE SPECS
Weight with 30-round
Magazine: 5.5 to 7.2 pounds
Bore Diameter: 5.56 mm (.223) unless otherwise noted
Maximum Effective Range: 460 meters
Area Target: 800 meters
Muzzle Velocity: 850 MPS
Rifling Twist: RH 1:9 inches or 1:7 inches
Muzzle Device: A2, BRC flash suppressor or muzzle break
Trigger: Standard trigger polished and adjusted to 4 to 6 pounds
Overall Length: From 24- to 35.5-inch with stock extended
Accuracy: 1/2 to 1 MOA
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BR4 TROOPER DETAILS
• Permanently fixed Phantom
Flash Hider on 14.5-inch models
• A2 flash hider on 16-inch models
• Carry handle with sights
• Optional quad rail
• Available with mid-length
gas port

A long 1913 rail serves a purpose on top, but less on the sides and bottom. BRC added a creature
comfort by machining a hand grip that promotes consistent hand purchase as well.

Making Texas proud and America safer,
Battle Riﬂe Company’s BR4 Trident was
designed to protect against the elements
of the high seas as the ﬁrst dedicated
MARSEC (Maritime Security) riﬂe. As a
proof of concept, it was submerged in salt
water for more than a month and broadcast on a live video feed..

BR4 PLATFORM RIFLE

BR4 SPECTRE

BRC’s rifle offerings start with BR4
Platform. The BR4 Platform is the company’s designation for rifles with lengths
of 16 inches or less. From there, depending on your wants, wishes and needs, the
BR4 Platform may be upgraded to one of
nine different configurations. Purpose driven configurations include the BR4
Trooper, BR4 Specter, BR4 Attache, BR4
Odin, BR4 Paratrooper, BR4 SPR, BR4
Spartan, BR4 Diablo and BR4 Trident.

The BR4 Spectre is BRC’s free float,
heavy-duty rifle. The Spectre uses a 10inch rail and can be fitted for use in both
14.5- and 16-inch barrels. This rifle was
modeled to be an economical free float
option to shooters, and it is built to withstand a beating. It is the choice of police
and the rifle used by Vertex Aviation
from its helicopters for aerial hog hunting.

BR4 TROOPER
The BR4 Trooper is BRC’s basic entrylevel rifle with full Mil-Spec features and
some added things that bring extra
value at an affordable price for those
just starting out or on a budget.
Thoughtfully equipped to go to work
straight out of the box, the BR4 Trooper
is available in both 14.5- and 16-inch
models with an M4 profile barrel.

BR4 ATTACHE
The BR4 Attache is BRC’s high performance, small-sized PDW pistol. Compact and powerful, this package looks
and performs great. It is available and
configured two ways: for civilian use, it is
configured as a pistol under ATF rules,
with a simulated suppressor; for law
enforcement and military use, it comes
with a f lly f ncti nal inte rated s ppressor, stock, foregrip and sights.

BR4 SPECTRE DETAILS

BR4 ATTACHE DETAILS

BR4 ODIN DETAILS

•
•
•

• Pistol model configuration
• 7.5-inch varrel
• 5.5-inch simulated flash
suppressor
• 9.5-inch custom KeyMod rail
• Pistol buffer tube with
Nomex cover
• Single point sling adapter
• Ambidextrous pistol grip
• Soft “attaché” case – 30-inch

• 14.5-inch cryogenically
treated barrel
• 12.5in Battle Rifle HEXRail
KEYMOD rail with one five-slot
detachable rail
• Battle Rifle flash suppressor
• Single point sling adapter
• Ergo pistol grip
• Extended trigger guard
• 5.56 mm standard
(optional for .300 blackout)
• Magpul stock
• Optional ECS stock
• Optional Vltor stock
• Available with mid-length
gas port

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Battle rifle flash suppressor
Flip-up front and rear sight
11-inch free float quad rail
with continuous top rail
Ergo pistol grip
Buttstock pad
Micro gas block under quad rail
Single point sling adapter
Single stage polished trigger set
Available with standard
SOCOM profile or HBar option
Custom stock from Choate
Available in 5.56 mm, 6.8 mm,
.300 blackout
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The BR4 Trident comes with one Hexmag HX
Series AR-15 magazine. HX Series magazines
feature a high visibility orange follower, heat
treated 17-7 PH stainless steel spring, and reinforced polymer construction resulting in a magazine that is lighter than the competition.

BR4 ODIN
The BR4 Odin is a joint project
between Battle Rifle Company and Odin
Works, as a premium carbine in its line
of fine rifles. This carbine has a 12.5-inch
Battle Rifle HEXRail KEYMOD rail carrying a 14.5-inch barrel with Battle Rifle
Flash suppressor mounted permanently.
This rifle handles like no other, and you’ll
feel the lightweight, balance and
strength of this unique combination.

BR4 PARATROOPER
The BR4 Paratrooper features a
collapsible stock and Keymod hand
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guard. It was designed for the versatility of a compact weapon for closequarters combat with the capability
to deck it out with all of the necessary furniture.

BR4 SPR
The BR4 SPR (Special Purpose
Rifle) is Battle Rifle’s FlagShip BR4
model. It is designed to fill several different roles out of the box. It does not
matter if you are a serious hunter, competitive shooter, paper puncher or Designated Marksman. This rifle will meet
and exceed your expectations.

BR4 SPARTAN
The BR4 Spartan is BRC’s workhorse. The Spartan is its main rifle
with all the features to provide just
what you need, when you need it.
Designed as a rifle that can be used
by law enforcement and serious
shooters, it packs a lot of value
added features.

BR4 DIABLO
The BR4 Diablo is a free float version
of a compact rifle with heavy duty free
float KEYMOD rail. Built for Close Quarter (CQ) and entry work, it is small but

BR4 PARATROOPER DETAILS
• 14.5-inch chrome lined and
cryogenically treated
• 1x7 twist - 5.56x45 mm
• Custom ALG trigger
• 12.5-inch BRC HEXrail
• ERGO pistol grip
• NEA compact carbine stock
• Fab defense folding sights
• BRC muzzle brake (pinned)
• Options include 7.5- to
14.5-inch barrel
• NFA rules on some
models apply

BR4 SPR DETAILS
• 18-inch stainless steel and
cryogenically treated
• 1x8 twist - .223 Wylde
• Geissele SSA trigger
• Nickel boron BCG
• 15-inch Battle Rifle HEXRail
• Single point end plate
• Ergo pistol grip
• MAGPUL ACS stock
• MAGPUL flip-up sights
• Muzzle brake

tough. This rifle is available in both semi
and full auto versions for LE and military
only. SBR versions of this rifle are available to law enforcement agencies only.

BR4 TRIDENT
I served my time in the U.S. Navy,
including tours in the first Gulf War in
the ’90s, so the Trident has a special
place in my heart. The BR4 Trident is the
first rifle specifically designed for MARSEC (Maritime Security) operations and
shipboard usage. Built with care to
ensure long lasting life in extreme conditions, the BR4 Trident is unlike any other

rifle and suited perfectly for shipboard or
coastal operations.
But, I am out of the game. About the
only time I step on a boat these days is
to drop a line or flip a jig, or to be catered
to with five course meals and free drinks.
So, I thought long and hard before settling on the BR4 Trident.
Careful consideration was given when
creating the BR4 Trident to ensure no
direct ferrous metal-to-metal contact
was made throughout the entire rifle. This
ensures corrosion-free operation, even
after months at sea. Though I no longer
require a solid set of sea legs, the Trident

would be great for the younger salty dogs
who still do or anyone looking for a quality rifle for defense on a pleasure craft.
Likewise, the Trident would be a great
home defense weapon for anyone living
Oceanside, but for me it was none of
these. I have searched long and hard for
a firearm suited as a truck gun. Often
times, the term “truck gun” is akin to a
slander. That’s because self-defense
enthusiasts equate a truck gun with a
beater. Something cheap that will go
Bang! when it needs to.
Here is my thinking: Buy a cheap gun
if you have a cheap life. I want all of the
quality I paid for, and I want a gun that
will perform on demand. However, I
want more accuracy than an AK will
typically provide, too. Just because I
want something that will withstand the
elements does not mean I am will to
sacrifice performance.
So, to be clear, by “truck gun” I am not
talking about something hanging in the
back window or a padded case behind
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Battle Riﬂe Company’s BR4 Trident features a Geissele single stage trigger, stainless steel pins and lower part and a Magpul rear sight with F-type front.
the seat. If you are going to secure a
long gun in a vehicle, check out any of
the quality bed safe systems or cab
safes to secure it properly but allow
quick access. With these systems, your
rifle will not get beat to death or be less
than serviceable in a pinch, but it will be
subjected to more heat and moisture
than it would in your home safe, so the
extra element protection built into the
Trident is ideal.

RANGE REPORT
Perhaps it is the excitement, maybe it
is a lack of patience. When I get a new
gun, I like to head straight to range. No

break in; no clean and lube. So my magazines were loaded, and I ripped the
BR4 from its soft case and began banging away. With a mixed bag of ammunition, the Trident ate it all. My first hiccup
came at round 73 with a failure to feed.
Not bad for a break in. I cleared the malfunction, but quickly had more issues. I
realized I had a bad magazine and finished out 250 rounds with the remaining
magazines without a hitch.
Packing up, I took the Trident home for
a thorough cleaning and inspection. Fouling was minimal, so I gave it an appropriate cleaning and lube (from the included
sample of Frog Lube) and headed out

the next day for accuracy testing.
I’ll call it luck, but the first shot offhand at 15 yards found its mark, taking
out the center of the 10-ring with the
irons. The next nine follow-up shots
were just about as good with a nice tight
group. From there I moved back to 25
and then to 50 yards from the bench.
The BR4 Trident gave good service from
each with tight groups. I did not have
time to fit an optic and test for MOA
accuracy, but given the performance
with iron sights offhand and from the
bench, I have no doubt but that it will
deliver sub MOA from a variety of
ammunition types.

BR4 TRIDENT DETAILS

BR4 DIABLO

BR4 SPARTAN DETAILS

• 18-inch stainless steel and
cryogenically treated
• 1x8 Twist - .223 Wylde
• Geissele SSA trigger
• Nickel boron BCG
• 15” Battle Rifle HEXRail
• Single point end plate
• Ergo pistol grip
• MAGPUL ACS Stock
• MAGPUL flip-up rear sight
• Muzzle brake

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Battle Rifle flash suppressor
• Flip-up rear sight
• Quad rail with continuous
top rail
• Ergo pistol grip
• Buttstock pad
• Single point sling adapter
• Single stage polished trigger set
• Choice of M4 profile:
14.5- / 16-inch Hbar Profile
or 16-inch SOCOM profile
• Available in 5.56 mm, 6.8 mm
and 7.62x39
• Manta rails included
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11.5-inch barrel
A2 flash suppressor
Micro gas block
M4 stock
Ergo pistol grip
Single point sling adapter
Single stage polished trigger
KEYMOD rails in 9.5-inch
Also available in 10.5-inch
Currently available in
5.56 mm only

The only accessory the author added to the BRC BR4 Trident was a Crimson Trace rail Master Pro laser sight. The green laser provided plenty of illumination to contrast against an orange dot at 25 yards (with old eyes).

The major components of the BR4 Trident are Cerakote finished including the
upper receiver, lower receiver, buffer
tube, forearm quadrail and front sight
base. Extras include a cryogenically
treated barrel, stainless steel fire control
group, Nickel boron M16-profile bolt carrier group, stainless steel pins and lower
parts, nano technology coated components, stainless steel springs, quad rail
narrowed with comfort grip, and F-type
front sight base. The BR4 is available in
semi automatic or select fire models and
free float models by custom order. TW

“

Careful consideration was given that
no direct ferrous metal to metal contact
was made throughout the entire riﬂe.
The riﬂe comes in semi and select ﬁre models;
needless to say, we are all super excited
to introduce this to marine security divisions
as well as the general public.
—Noah Maudalin,
Battle Riﬂe Company master gunsmith

”
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DON’T BE CAUGHT
IN A GUNFIGHT
WITHOUT YOUR

GUN

BY RICHARD SCHUTZ
PHOTOS BY RICHARD SCHUTZ, FRANKIE MCRAE, AND IN-GOO KWAK

S

oon after my wife and I moved to North Carolina, I was asked by one
of my wife’s work associates, Glenn, whether I would be interested in
participating in a Gunfighter League match at 37 PSR Gun Club in
Bunnlevel, NC. “Gunfighter League, that sounds pretty cool,” I thought. But
what do I know about gun fighting? What equipment would I need?
After questioning Glenn about some of the details, I decided to give it a try. After
all, I might just have fun and learn something. I found that all I would need was a rifle
and a pistol (I chose an AR-15 and Glock 17), holster for the pistol, sling for the rifle,
ammunition (about 120 rounds each of, 9mm and 5.56x45/.223), magazine pouches
for each weapon, and eye and hearing protection. I had everything except the magazine pouches so I ordered Blade-Tech
magazine pouches from Midway USA
and was soon ready to go.
This “match,” as I thought of it,
takes place on the first Saturday of
each month so I didn’t have to wait
long to see what I was made of. I was
nervous that first Saturday, but Glenn
and everyone else were supportive and extremely helpful. Much to my surprise, the
“match” was more of a training session than a competition. Obviously, any time a
bunch of testosterone-filled men get together there will be competition, but it was
friendly and no one was allowed to talk s**t about you unless you started it. I was
assigned a mentor (Team Leader) but everyone on my squad helped me, and I
watched them first at each stage and learned from them.

“

You can only depend
on training
you have perfected.

”
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The Range Safety Officer (RSO) explains the
course of ﬁre for that stage to the squad.

That day changed me forever in the
way that I look at shooting and training. I
have no idea where I finished in the scoring that, but I realized for the first time in
my life that buying a gun and learning
how to shoot it was just the beginning of
knowing how shoot properly and how to
protect myself and my family. To top it
all off, the match was fun!

INFORMAL TACTICAL
FIREARMS TRAINING
The Gunfighter League is properly
known as the International Infidel Gunfighter League (IIGL). It takes place the
first Saturday of each month rain or
shine (or the occasional snow).
Between 50 and 75 people participate
each month including men, women,
and mature youth (from 8 to 70+ years
young). The gun club is located about
15 miles north of Ft. Bragg, so the
matches draw heavily from military and
former military members. Members of
the law enforcement community and
civilians also participate each month.
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The IIGL is a multi-gun (pistol,
rifle/carbine, and shotgun) tactical scenario that stresses tactics, accuracy, and
speed while engaging threat targets
(and not hitting non-threat targets).
There are usually 4 or 5 stages (courses
of fire), which typically consist of a
Combat Task Evaluation (CTE) stage.
CTE stages are comprised of a medium
range (50 +/- yards) multiposition/multi-gun stage, shooting while
moving stage (rifle and pistol), steel
stage (shooting steel plates, steel plate
rack, etc.) for pistol and shotgun (sometimes mano a mano), 100-yard rifle
stage and a blind, one-man shoot house
stage. The shoot house can be intimidating but may also be the best training
scenario of the match. It is normally
setup and run by “Dastardly” Destry
Jones who puts the threat targets in the
most difficult places to find and eliminate, just where they would be if they
were waiting for you in your house.
Each month the shooters are randomly
split into squads (groups of shooters). A

squad leader and team leader are
appointed. Anyone who is new to the
match is kept back in the rotation so they
can observe before they have to compete.
They are also coached on what to expect
and how to approach the scenario using
proper tactics, techniques, and procedures.
After they complete a stage, one of the
senior participants will often review the
stage with them. When time permits, after
a squad has completed the stage, either
the director of training or one of the stage
range safety officers (RSO) will dissect the
stage and tell the shooters what they did
right or wrong and the “best” way to eliminate each threat.
Proper use of cover and concealment
is emphasized. A penalty is assessed
anytime the RSO believes the shooter
failed to use proper techniques such as
being over-exposed to a threat (more
than 50% of their body is exposed to
the threat), or failing to follow proper
procedures such as engaging the greatest threat (usually the closest one) first,
or “spreading the love” will result in a

37 PSR/Raidon Tactics Gives Back
to the Warfighter Community

procedural penalty.
In the shoot house, proper room entry
procedures, “pieing” the corners, minimizing exposure (no chicken wings) and
re-checking a room for threats if you reenter after being cleared previously, are
emphasized. This stage probably creates the most anxiety for shooters
because you enter blind (no knowledge
of how the interior is configured) and it
is probably the most realistic scenario
you will face. You are one man clearing a
house (maybe your own house) of
threats. There is no one ahead of you to
break the door down and no one over
your shoulder watching a specific section of the room. You are on your own!
Several times each year, a single stage
“Gauntlet Match” takes the place of the
usual multi-stage event. This is a highstress match where the shooter is
required to conduct first aid (such as
applying a tourniquet) on a wounded battle buddy (a mannequin on a Sked-Co litter along with approximately 150 pounds
of sand), then transport and cover him

RICHARD SCHUTZ

On Veteran’s Day for each of the past 5 years,
Frankie McRae, with the help of various individuals
and businesses, has sponsored the Green Beret ProAm Shooting Match. This event raises much needed
money for the Green Beret Foundation, which “provides unconventional resources to facilitate the
special needs of our wounded, ill, and injured Green
Berets and imparts unique support to the Special
Forces community in order to strengthen readiness
and uphold Green Beret traditions and values.” In
2015, this event paired 22 amateurs who paid
$1,000 each to sponsor a wounded Green Beret to
shoot as a Professional in the match. This writer is
proud to have been one of those amateurs for each
of the past 5 years. This year, the Green Beret ProAm Shoot raised over $93,000 and donated every
penny of it to the Green Beret Foundation. See
www.greenberetproam.org for more information.
Frankie McRae is also the Vice-President and CoFounder of H3, which provides trained service/emotional support canines to Combat Era Veterans in
need. “H3 rescues suitable companions from local
shelters… enabling them to save the life of the dog
and ultimately help the Veteran return to the life
he/she once knew.” The trained canines are offered
to the Veteran at no cost. H3 also provides lifetime
training and support to the Veteran, also at no cost.
See www.h-three.org for more information.

The Facility
37 PSR Gun Club is a full service, low restriction, outdoor
shooting range and training facility. Its outdoor shooting facility
has a covered 100-meter riﬂe ﬁring line with 11 positions and a 25-meter pistol and shotgun ﬁring line with 10 positions.
In addition to the regular shooting facility, the range also has multiple shooting bays for tactical/competition training as well as a full 270-degree, 11-room combat shoot house (currently
under re-construction).
The facility also houses a gun shop that carries a number of new and used guns, ammunition,
and ﬁrearm parts and accessories. They also offer a full range of gunsmithing services for all
types of ﬁrearms, specializing in AR-15, AK-47, and Glock services.
Additionally, an array of rental equipment including pistols, revolvers, riﬂes, full-auto
machine guns, ear and eye protection are available.
37 PSR Gun Club is owned and operated by Frankie and Linda McRae.
1331 Loop Road; Bunnlevel, NC 28323
910-893-9887
Email: info@37PSR.com
www.37psr.com
www.gunﬁghterleague.com
www.raidontactics.com
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Moving while shooting
demonstration by
Frankie McRae

throughout the course of fire. The shooter
wears a shock collar (like the one you use
on your dog) and is shocked while performing first aid on his “wounded” buddy
at the very beginning of the stage, starting
the timer for shooting and moving.
During this match, the usual rules for
cover apply to the wounded battle buddy
as well as the shooter. The shooter must
go up a set of stairs and shoot over an 8foot high wall, climb a ladder, and engage
threats off of a Conex box, shoot from
inside and around a vehicle, engage the
steel with both shotgun and pistol, and
finally clear the shoot house. One needs
to be in good physical condition for this
match because to be competitive, you
need to complete it in about 5 minutes.
By the way, I have missed very few
IIGL matches since that first one over 5
years ago…
• Formal Tactical Firearms Training
• Raidon Tactics’ Basis for Training

IN-GOO KWAK

Combat Marksmanship (CMMS) is
the basis of all training programs from
0-1000 meters. CMMS is the ability to
place lethal precision rifle fire on a
threat target in all environments, under
the stress of combat, in order to reduce
a threat to the point that it is no longer
viable. Three intensities of shooting that
support you in a gunfight are:
1. Accuracy – The ability to hit a target as
called by the shooter within the tolerance

Raidon Tactics’ Programs

R

aidon Tactics is operated by Frankie McRae out of the 37 PSR facility and operates on the principle, “Lives Depend on Training.”
Raidon Tactics offers 23 Department of Defense training
courses, 18 law enforcement courses, 25 civilian courses, a High Risk Media
Industry Training course, 4 medical courses, 4 educational institutional
courses, and 6 K9 courses.
In addition to the above courses, Raidon Tactics can create custom
training courses based upon the needs of virtually any DOD, L.E., municipal
agency or private organization.

ADVANCED CONCEALED CARRY COURSE (3 DAYS)
I recently had the opportunity to witness a good portion of a 3-Day
MISOC (Military Information Support Operations Command) Advanced
Concealed Carry Course. This course was provided to 16 soldiers whose
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future missions may require them to carry pistols covertly. Since the Army
does not routinely provide this type of training to its soldiers, it called
upon Raidon Tactics. The instructors for this course were Frankie McRae,
Destry Jones and Mike Warren.
The course started and ended with timed triple bulls eyes at 5/10/15
meters and 5 one-shot draws in order to determine skills improvement
over the 3 days.
In the DOJO (training place for Japanese martial arts), students were
trained on ﬁghting the initial attack, ﬁghting with a knife, stick, and ﬁsts.
The instructor demonstrated skills and worked individually with each student. The students then paired-off to hone their skills with each other,
while the instructor critiqued each pair.
Range work started with dry fire drills, which taught drawing from
concealment, slide lock reloads, and tactical reloads. The exact

The Fundamentals of CMMS that support the three intensities of shooting are:
1. Stance
2. Grip
3. Sight Alignment
4. Sight Picture
5. Breathing
6. Trigger Manipulation
7. Follow-through
8. Recovery
Principles of CMMS:
1. Economy of Motion
2. Touch Points
3. 3/4 Burst Rule
4. Rounding Out the Curves
5. Working Space
When the gunfighter combines all of
the principles with all of the fundamentals of CMMS, he then begins to master
the art of tactical shooting. As Frankie
says, “You can only depend on training
you have perfected.” TW

Director of Training:

FRANKIE MCRAE
Frankie McRae is the former head
of the U.S. Army Special Forces
Advanced Reconnaissance Target
Analysis and Exploitation Techniques
Course (SFARTAETC) at Ft. Bragg N.C.
This course is the proponent for Close
Quarters Battle and Hostage Rescue
Training for the Green Berets. Frankie
started his military career in the 1st
Ranger Bn as an 11B infantryman. He
served in the 1st Special Forces Group
(ABN) Okinawa Japan, in Cco 1st Bn.
1st SFG(A) (C-1-1) where he was an
assault team leader for F team, Troop
1 in the Combatant Commanders Inextremis Force (CIF) conducting operations in Operation Enduring Freedom
advising, training and standing up the
Light Reaction Company of the Armed
Forces of the Philippines (AFP).
He was then assigned as an
Instructor to the SFARTAETC at the
Special Warfare Center and School in
Ft. Bragg NC, was promoted and
became the NCOIC of the course and
was awarded for having the highest
graduation rate for the course in its
20-year history.
Frankie also served as a Troop SGM Troop 1 and Team SGT ODA-354 in B co 2nd Bn 3rd
SFG(A) CIF in IRAQ as an Iraqi Counter-Terrorism Force (ICTF) Company SGM adviser and combat leader on many missions in Iraq and also attended the Israeli Counter-Terrorism Course as
an exchange instructor.

RICHARD SCHUTZ

needed without relationship to speed.
2. Maneuverability – The ability to be
moderately accurate with movement in
the tactical situation at a moderate
speed of engagement;
3. Drivability – The ability to engage targets at a high rate of speed while maintaining precise accuracy in the tactical
situation. It is the amalgamation and
refinement of all of the principles and
fundamentals of CMMS.

IN-GOO KWAK

process of drawing the pistol depended upon
the type of holster and method of concealment chosen by the student. Reloads were
done “in the workspace” in order to maintain
situational awareness.
Live ﬁre drills included:
Sight deprivation drill
Follow-thru/recovery drill
Now/now/now drill
Draw with a controlled pair
Draw with a controlled pair with
tactical reload
Draw with slide lock reload
Draw with 5-shot rhythm drill
(slow/medium/fast)
Draw with multiple target engagement
Draw with “spread the love” drill
continued on page 66

The ﬂashlight drill trains shooters on the proper use of lighting at night.
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THREE-DAY GUNFIGHTER COURSE
The Three-Day Gunﬁghter Course is another popular course. The goal is to
develop an expert understanding of the fundamentals of CMMS. It is a condensed version of the 5-day course. The student must be familiar with their
weapon systems and prepared physically for high threat and stressful train66 TACTICAL WORLD | SUMMER 2016
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Dracula drill at arm’s distance
Savage drill at arm’s distance
Shooting from backpack drill
Weak hand shooting
Strong hand shooting
One-hand weapons manipulation drill.
The one-hand weapons manipulation drill teaches the shooter how to
operate their pistol if they lose the use of one hand. This includes operating
the slide by hooking the rear sight on a belt or boot, and one-hand magazine changes.
Other specialty live ﬁre training scenarios included the Meet Gone Bad,
Panic/Point Shooting and Modiﬁed El Presidente drills.
For nighttime or low light situations, students were trained ﬁrst with dry
ﬁre, then with live ﬁre with a light using the Harries, Integrated Grip, Modiﬁed Savage, and FBI techniques. They also practiced the Shooters Solution
Movement Drill and Weaver Drill.
Advanced range drills incorporate the basic drills already learned and
practiced. These drills include shooting and moving, shooting while moving
(watch those feet), turning, confrontation, barricade and cover, vehicle as
cover, shooting from a vehicle (passenger/driver seats – mock-up and invehicle (dry/live ﬁre) and the team bailout drill.
The team bailout teaches shooters to work as a team from the time they
prepare to bail out of the vehicle until they reach their rally point. When contact is made with an enemy while driving and the vehicle is damaged, prepare to bail out but stay in the vehicle until it reaches a speed slow enough
that you can run faster than it is traveling. Once the team leader calls bailout,
the shooters on the contact side (facing the threat) go with the open doors
to the rear of the non-contact side of the vehicle.
Shooters on the non-contact side of the vehicle exit against the open
doors to the front of the vehicle. At that point, one person in front gives
suppressive ﬁre behind the cover of the engine block while the other provides security looking away from the vehicle. At the rear of the vehicle, the
ﬁrst person around the vehicle provides suppressive ﬁre from the cover of
the rear axle/wheel of the vehicle while the other shooter looks away from
the vehicle and provides security. This establishes a base of ﬁre.
The next objective is to broaden the base of ﬁre and get away from the
point of attack (the vehicle). The two shooters providing security move to
cover away from the vehicle at opposite ends of the vehicle. Once they are
in position and giving suppressive ﬁre, the last two shooters behind the
vehicle move to positions of cover at either end of the vehicle beyond where
the ﬁrst two shooters moved.
Once those positions are taken, the next objective is to maneuver away
from the attack site to a rally point. The team leader gives directions to the
rally point and the shooters move in pairs from opposite ends of the vehicle
while remaining two shooters continue to provide suppressive ﬁre.
Finally, the ﬁrst two to move the rally point provide suppressive ﬁre while
the last two shooters join them at the rally point.

continued from page 64

Shooting from behind the cover of the rear axle and wheel of a vehicle.
Body panels alone do not provide cover, only concealment.

ing when taking this course. This training requires approximately 1,500
rounds of 5.56x45 ammunition and 1,000 rounds of 9mm ammunition.
As stated in the course outline, this course “develops the gunfighter
mentality and skill set needed for integrating both primary and secondary weapons systems in preparation for the tactical urban gunfight.
The student will exercise these skills in a variety of stressful shooting situations from daylight to nighttime shooting.
The shooter will quickly gain experience, confidence and increase skill
to the expert level with the handgun and carbine. The shooter will master weapons handling skills and safety. The course ends with a comprehensive Combat Tactical Skills evaluation. This course is a shorter version of the US Army
Special Forces Advanced Reconnaissance,
Target Analysis and Exploitations Techniques Course (SFARTAETC).”
Skills taught in this course are similar to those in the ACC Course and
also include fundamentals of CMMS, CMMS principles, bore/sight relationship, integrated weapons transition, recoil management drills, automatic
weapon ﬁring, no light target engagement (use of night vision goggles),
shooting from elevated platforms, and shooting from non-traditional
positions.
Both the ACC and Gunﬁghter courses are must-do courses for the serious
tactical shooter who wants to be prepared when your personal security
turns to crap and help is a phone call and 10 minutes away. Extended versions (5- and 10-day) of the Gunﬁghter course reinforce and expand upon
the skills learned during the 3-day Gunﬁghter and Advanced Concealed
Carry courses.
There is no substitute for tactical ﬁrearms training. When newcomers to
the IIGL match ask me about what equipment they need to do better, I tell
them that it’s not really about the equipment, its about you learning the
skills and practicing them. The adage, “Beginners practice until they get it
right, professionals practice until they can’t get it wrong,” deﬁnitely applies
to tactical ﬁrearms training.

A New Mutant

AWAKENS

RICHARD SCHUTZ & TERRILL HOFFMAN

CMMG Introduces the
Next Generation
Mutant for 2016
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BY RICHARD SCHUTZ

I

n early 2015, you may have read a story in these pages about a mysterious thunderstorm and a massive lightning strike at the CMMG plant
in Fayette, Missouri. Rumors at the time were that the surge of electricity through the facility caused a rifle mutation the likes of which had
never seen before. Although the cause was never traced back to the
lightning strike, it was confirmed that the engineering department at
CMMG had designed, and the manufacturing department had produced,
the Mk47 “Mutant.”
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“

The Mk47 Mutant has shown
that combining the two platforms
can work and work well.

RICHARD SCHUTZ & TERRILL HOFFMAN

”

Fast forward to January 2016 at the
Shot Show in Las Vegas and, low and
behold, the CMMG engineering and
manufacturing departments have been
at it again. A further mutation of the
original Mk47, the Mk47 AKS13, has
appeared.
In the summer of 2014, I was privileged to help with an article in the AK vs.
AR magazine called Tactical Battle,
where the AK and AR went head-tohead in a muzzle-to-muzzle showdown.
Based upon what I learned, I would have
never guessed anyone would be interested in a rifle that combined the two
weapons into one. Tactical shooters
liked one or the other but no one liked
both. Just like the Free World vs. the
Communist Block, “never the twain shall
meet.” Apparently, I was wrong. The
Mk47 “Mutant” has shown that combining the two platforms can work and
work well at that.
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Though most
shooters agree that
the ergonomics and accuracy of the AR platform are better than those of the AK, they would
also agree that the stopping power of
the 7.62x39 cartridge is greater than
that of the 5.56x45/.223 cartridge and
the AK is the more reliable weapon. The
Mk47 and the Mk47 AKS13 in particular,
seem to have shown that you can have
the ergonomics and accuracy of the AR
and the stopping power of the 7.62x36
cartridge in one rifle. The reliability
seems to be there, too, but only time
(maybe 50 years?) will tell.

NEW FOR 2016
The crown jewel of the Mk47 AKS13 is
the new 13-inch barrel with its pinned
and welded KRINK muzzle device. The
gas block has been redesigned with
larger, #10 screws, for easier removal

and to reduce the risk of stripping.
The gas block screws have also been
mechanically staked to prevent them
from vibrating loose. A 1/8-inch coil pin
is used to pin the gas block to the barrel.
The handguard now has a retention key
that aligns with a groove on the barrel
nut to prevent forward shifting in
extreme conditions. A heavy hammer
spring has been added to help ignite
hard primers.

OPERATION/SPECIFICATIONS
The barrel is machined from 4140
chromium-molybdenum steel with a
medium taper, and the rifling has a 1:10
twist rate. A mid-length gas system is
used on the direct-impingement operating system.
The KRINK muzzle device was
derived from an AK and was modified
to thread onto standard AR-style barrels. On the Mk47 AKS13, the KRINK

SPECIFICATIONS
Manufacturer
CMMG, Inc.
Website
www.cmmginc.com
Model
Mk47 AKS13, 7.62x39, SBN
The GMMG Mk47 AKS13 breaks
down into the same components as the AR: upper receiver,
lower receiver, bolt carrier
group and the charging handle.

Part Number
76A993C
Caliber
7.62x39
Barrel
13-inch medium taper 4140CM SBN;
16.1-inch overall length; 1:10-inch twist
Muzzle Device
KRINK (Russian Krinkov design);
Three piece; pinned and welded to barrel

acts as a flash suppressor and helps to
direct the blast forward
of the shooter. It provides
only a small amount of recoil
reduction. On a rifle with a
shorter barrel, it would also operate
as a booster to improve cycling reliability. The KRINK is made of three
pieces: the chamber, which attaches to
the barrel; the cone, which is removable; and the nut, which holds the cone
in place in the chamber. The KRINK is
welded and pinned to the 13-inch barrel, which makes the barrel assembly
16.1 inches long overall to meet NFA
requirements.
One of the main differences between
the Mk47 and an AR-15 is the bolt and
bolt carrier. The bolt is derived from
CMMG’s Mk3 (.308) bolt. This allows for
more support around the case head
than if a standard AR-15 bolt was modi-

Trigger
CMMG single stage mil-spec type
Furniture
Magpul CTR buttstock and MOE pistol grip
Magazine
Magpul PMAG 30 AK/AKM MOE provided;
accepts all standard polymer and
steel AK-style magazines
Gas Port
Carbine length
fied to accept the case head of a
7.62x39 cartridge. The firing pin, retaining pin, extractor and ejector work the
same as those in an AR. The bolt carrier
is shorter than one for a .308 but is similar in diameter.
Both upper receiver and lower
receivers are machined from 7075-T6
aluminum. They must accommodate
the 7.62x39 cartridge and will not interchange with their AR-15 counterparts.
The upper receiver is larger than one for
an AR-15 in order to accommodate the
larger bolt and carrier assembly. There is

Handguard/Rail System
CMMG RKM15 Keymod
Sights
No sights are provided
Overall Length
32 inches with stock collapsed
Weight
7.4 pounds (unloaded)
Warranty
CMMG lifetime quality warranty
MSRP
$1,749.95
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Bolt carrier
assemblies
compared: A
standard AR-15 bolt
carrier is on the left and
the CMMG Mk47 “Mutant”
bolt carrier is on the right.

no forward assist on the upper receiver
and the charging handle is not interchangeable with those from AR-15-style
rifles. There is a dust cover over the ejection port and an integral Mil-Std 1913 rail
on top.
The lower receiver is different from an
AR-15 in that it is longer and there is no
magazine well. The trigger guard is oversized and an integral part of the receiver.
A replaceable steel pin is used as a pivot
point for AK magazine insertion so if
steel magazines are used, they will not
wear on the aluminum receiver at that
critical point. A large magazine release
lever with extensions on either side of
the trigger guard allows for quick magazine changes; at least as quick as any AK
mag change can take place considering
that you have to hook the magazine into
the receiver rather than putting it
straight-in as in an AR.
The safety/selector
lever, the trigger

around the rest of the rail. The Keymod
rail is smaller and lighter than traditional
Mil-Std 1913 rails, yet allows full flexibility to mount any accessories on all three
surfaces.
Magpul furniture is provided in the
form of a CTR buttstock and a MOE pistol grip. Because these are drop-in
upgrades for the standard AR15/M4
items, the user could replace them with
any AR-15/M4 buttstock or pistol grip.
The MSRP of the Mk47 AKS13 is
$1,749.95. These rifles are available but I
wouldn’t expect them to be plentiful for
quite some time.

MODELS/ACCESSORIES
and the take-down pins operate the
same as an AR. The recoil spring and
buffer will not interchange with an
AR. The CMMG single stage Mil-Spec
trigger was smooth and broke clean—
if a bit heavy at 7 lb. 13.0 oz. (average
of 10 pulls).
For the handguard, a CMMG RKM15
Keymod rail system is provided. This rail
provides a full-length Mil-Std 1913 rail on
top, thereby providing a Mil-Std 1913 rail
from the back of the receiver to the
front end of the rail at the 12 o’clock
position for flexibility in mounting fixed
sights, BUIS, optics, or any combination
thereof. No front or rear sights are provided. Keymod mounting slots are provided at 90, 180, and 270 degrees

Various versions of the Mk47 series are
either available now or will be in the near
future. These include the Mk47 Mutant T,
Mk47 Mutant AKM, AKM2, and its California-compliant versions. Also available
are the Mk47 Mutant AKS8 and Mk47
Mutant K in pistol and SBR versions.
Other than sights and optics, the only
accessories anyone will need for the
Mk46 AKS13 will mount on the Keymod
rail. A sling will attach to the rear of the
collapsible stock (QD mount or 1.25inch slots) but an attachment point is
required at the front of the rifle via an
attachment to the Keymod rail or the
Mil-Std 1913 rail.
Many manufacturers sell various Keymod attachments for a variety of specific devices or just short rail sections.
These are easily mounted using a hex
key or Torx driver.
Aftermarket trigger assemblies designed for the AR
platform will work in the
Mk47 AKS13. The only
caution is to use one with
a heavy enough spring
and enough mass in the
hammer to ignite surplus ammunition
primers, which tend to be
quite hard. This is one modification I would recommend.

The “business end” of the Mk47 AKS13 shows
the KRINK muzzle device.
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The 30 AK/AKM MOE PMAG hooks
around a steel pin just beyond the pivot
pin in the front of the lower receiver.
Note the extensions on either side of the
magazine release lever.

Velocity and Group Sizes for Eight Loads Fired at 100 Yards
AMMUNITION

VELOCITY

GROUP SIZE

Avg. Vel.

E.S.

S.D.

Lg.

Sm.

Ave.

TulAmmo 122-grain FMJ

2287

105

34.3

3.432

2.342

2.792

Brown Bear Bi-Metal 123-grain FMJ

2285

102

30.8

2.233

1.512

1.832

Fusion F76239FS1 123-grain Exposed Nose

2262

31

11.0

1.650

1.332

1.500

Red Army Standard AM2031 122-grain FMJ

2274

66

23.3

3.798

1.820

2.783

WPA 124-grain FMJ

2255

65

16.2

2.884

2.160

2.501

Golden Bear AG762HP 123-grain HP

2267

67

22.0

2.844

0.875

1.829

American Eagle A76239A 124-grain FMJ

2212

37

13.2

2.535

2.058

2.336

TulAmmo 124-grain FMJ

2282

128

37.4

3.741

1.738

2.927

E.S. – Extreme Spread; S.D. – Standard Deviation; Lg. – largest group in inches; Sm. – smallest group in inches; Avg. – average group size for 3, 5-shot groups.
Notes: 1.) Velocity recorded is at the muzzle 2.) Distance to target was 100 yards 3.) Average Velocity is for 10 consecutive shots in feet per second.

AMMUNITION AND
MAGAZINES
During range testing, I used ammunition
produced by various manufacturers in full
metal jacket, hollow point and exposed
point configurations. Bullet weights
ranged from 122-grain to 124-grain. All of
the ammunition I tested functioned with-

out a problem as long as the magazine
was seated properly.
During testing, I used three brands of
magazines. They were all of the molded
style, not metal. The Magpul, ProMag, and
Tapco/Intrafuse 30-round magazines
worked without a problem. The
Tapco/Intrafuse five-round magazine I

used during accuracy testing was very
tight at first. Twice, rounds jammed
between the magazine and the chamber
when the magazine wasn’t fully seated
and the bolt was operated to feed a round
into the chamber. Once the magazine had
been in and out of the gun 15 or 20
times, seating was not a problem.
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The Mk47 AKS13 “Mutant” riﬂe.

OPTICS
For accuracy testing, a Bushnell DMR 3.5-21x50 Elite Tactical scope was mounted
using a LaRue Tactical
20 MOA PSR QD
Scope Mount,
model LT112. This
is an excellent
combination (see
Tactical World,
Winter 2015) and
worked well on the
Mk47 AKS13.
For a tactical match, I mounted a
model 512 EOTech holographic sight on
the upper receiver rail.
If I was setting this up for myself, I
would also add a set of BUIS sights at
the very front and rear of the rail.

CLEANING/FIELD STRIPPING
Prior to field stripping and/or cleaning
the Mk47 AKS13, ensure it is unloaded
and all ammunition is removed from the
area. Proceed with field stripping and
cleaning according to the directions provided in the instruction manual provided
with the rifle. This operation is identical
to that of the standard AR-15/AR-10
platform. Personally, I find this procedure easier than that for an AK, although
that preference may depend upon
which one you have field-stripped hundreds of times.
For the first 70 rounds, I cleaned the
bore every five to 10 rounds. During
accuracy/velocity testing I cleaned the
bore every 15 rounds, then fired one
fouling round before firing the next type
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of ammunition. During the
tactical shoot, the
rifle was not
cleaned during the
100 rounds fired. It was
thoroughly cleaned after the match.

AT THE RANGE
During my first range session with the
Mk47 AKS13, I sighted it in at 100 yards
with the Bushnell scope and then replaced
the scope with the EOTech 512 and sighted
it in at 25 yards. I then broke it in with 50

rounds of various
types of steel case
ammunition. There were no
malfunctions of any kind.
The second range session was a
tactical match. Here I used the rifle on
four stages for a total of 40 to 50 rounds.
Another shooter in my squad who was a
Navy Corpsman in a Marine Infantry Battalion and who normally shoots various
AKs in the match, also used the Mk47
AKS13 for the four rifle stages. We fired a
total of 80 to 100 rounds in the match,
and neither of us had a malfunction.

KRINK
It is important for the nut that secures the
cone in the chamber of the KRINK to be
properly locked in place. First, the nut
(cap) of the KRINK must be tightened so
one of the notches on the nut aligns with
one of the notches on the ﬁxed chamber
are aligned. If the nut cannot be tightened

Make sure that notches are aligned and that
the tail of the wire retaining spring is securely
inserted into both notches.

enough, back it off slightly until the notches align. Be sure to only back it off to the next notch, no further. Then the “tail” of retaining wire (spring) must be lifted out of the notch that it is in and positioned in the aligned notches so that the nut cannot rotate. Refer to the arrow in the photograph for
the proper position of the locking spring.

The only problem I had was that I got
a magazine stuck in the gun because I
didn’t hook it into the receiver properly
before seating it with the palm of my
hand. Both of us felt the rifle handled
and shot very well. One nice feature of
the gun during the match was having a truly functional safety that can
be easily manipulated when necessary during movement in a stage,
something you won’t find on an AK.
The only problem that I had
during the match was
hitting threat targets during the
weak-side
shootingwhile-moving stage;
but that
wasn’t the
rifle’s fault!

Over 600,000
Customers

Served Since 1998

CONCLUSION
I enjoy shooting the AR platform and
am much more familiar with it than the
AK platform. That said, I do have one AK
rifle and I do appreciate the attributes
that have made it such a successful
battle rifle over the years. The Mk47
AKS13 is a well-designed and built tactical rifle. Its ability to provide “the best of
both worlds” between the AR and the
AK make it well worth considering for
someone who likes the stopping power
of the 7.62x39 cartridge but prefers the
AR platform to that of the AK. Additionally, the Mk47 AKS13
makes mounting accessories a breeze and

FDA-approved medications
from USA Pharmacies
Licensed USA Telemedicine
Physician Network

Call 7 days per week

RICHARD SCHUTZ & TERRILL HOFFMAN

The third
range session
was used to check
the velocity of eight different 7.62x39 factory loads
as well as the accuracy of the
Mk47 AKS13. All groups were fired
from a sand bag rest at 100 yards.
Velocity was calculated based upon 10
consecutive shots using a LabRadar unit
to measure the velocity at the muzzle of
the rifle. Accuracy was based upon
three, five-shot groups for each of the
eight different loads. The largest group
was 3.798 inches (Red Army Standard,
122-grain FMJ) and the smallest group
was 0.875 inches (Golden Bear
AG762HP, 123-grain HP). The average
for all 24 groups was 2.313 inches.
Only one factory load tested produced a sub 1 inch, five-shot group,

Golden Bear 123-grain HP. The most
consistent and smallest average for
three five-shot groups was the Fusion
123-grain exposed tip, at 1.5 inches.
I also measured the best three-shot
groups for each five-shot group fired.
These groups were consistently less
than one-half the size of the five-shot
groups. The best three-shot groups
were with the WPA 124-grain FMJ (0.325
inch) and the Fusion 123-grain exposed
tip (0.435 inch).

the safety is much more user friendly
when compared to the AK.
The upgrades to the Mk47 AKS13 for
2016 make a good rifle even better and
more durable. It may be hard to quantify
the effectiveness of the KRINK muzzle
device, but I know for sure that it beats
the heck out of the open-style muzzle
brake the guy shooting next to me on
the 100-yard range on Stage 5 of the
tactical match was using. TW

4
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Most training programs are weapon speciﬁc,
drill oriented, and essentially seminar based.
As a tactician this is not enough.
STORY BY STEVEN LIEBERMAN
PHOTOS BY SUZANNE MULLEN
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…while it might be “strategically”
beneﬁcial to neutralize our adversary
prior to him launching an attack on us,
this is not in accordance to divine will.

The complete warrior is not just training once or twice a year at a weeklong course on pistols or
carbines. The complete warrior is constantly training and constantly seeking out new things.

Y

ou will not survive a gunfight because your gun is
more expensive than the other guy’s. You will
survive because of superior tactics. You need to
know your weapon systems cold—that is obvious—but
what if you are without that weapon? Do you know how
to use an edged weapon? Do you know how to use an
improvised weapon? Most importantly, do you have the
proper mindset to act on the knowledge you do have,
and use deadly force to stop a threat?
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The complete warrior is not just training once or twice a
year at a weeklong course on pistols or carbines. The complete warrior is constantly training and constantly seeking
out new things. The complete warrior also realizes that the
single most important weapon system that he has is his
body and mind.
February was an unseasonably warm month in Southern
California. During one of our live fire training events at Artemis,
we were working with students who had been given license to
carry permits from the Orange County Sheriff. These CCW
holders had varying skill sets, but all were interested in
improving their shooting and tactics.
A 265-pound specimen of a man stood on the firing line

studying his target. Like a bull ready to
charge, he used his feet to push the
empty brass away from where he stood.
His shoulders rolled forward, and he
placed his strong hand on the grip of his
holstered pistol.
He was ready, aggressive, confident.
The 5.11 Tactical pants were held in
place by a combination of fat and an
overly tightened belt. Sweat poured
down his face from the exhaustive 50yard walk from the benches to the firing line.

I walked up to him and whispered in
his ear, “You exude the confidence
and bearing of our nations greatest
warriors!”
He stood up a little straighter, smiling
as he looked at the paper target.
“You are a meat eater! A gladiator! A
concealed carry holder! So, stop with
kicking the brass and prepping for the
range command! You are never going to
walk around in public like that prepped
for a fight! If you are, someone is going
to call the police on you!”

I saw his face go from a happy confident shooter to a more serious one.
He relaxed, shifted his weight to a
normal position, and let go of the grip
on his gun. The moment he relaxed, the
range command of “Threat!” rang out
and he fumbled to get the gun out of
the holster and on target.
After the relay, while he was reloading
his magazines. He looked up at me and
nodded.
“Yes?”
“You had a good point.”
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Choosing to be a gunﬁghter is a commitment, not only to developing mastery of the weapon, but a commitment to mastering yourself.
“What was that?”
“Every time I’m at the range, I’m ‘set’
waiting for the range commands. That is
not realistic is it?”
“No not really. Nor is kicking brass out
of your way to make sure you have a
stable shooting position. It’s just not
going to be like that in real life.”
He nodded at me understanding.

I started thinking as I watched him
return to packing his magazine.
The firearm has been considered the
great equalizer. Someone that has a
weight or size advantage is no match for
high-velocity lead. In a sense the eightyyear-old woman is on the same footing
as her 19-year-old assailant.
We all know this, and accept the logic.

This misses a crucial point though:
The 19 year old decided to launch an
attack, and created a reasonable belief
that there was an imminent threat of
death or great bodily injury precisely
because the victim was an 80-year-old
woman. Her stature, bearing, age, each
led to an economic calculation on the
part of her attacker; “I’ve got a high

The complete warrior also realizes that the single most important weapon system that he has is his body and mind—but a few ﬂash bangs wouldn’t hurt.
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Jeff Cooper’s THREAT AWARENESS
WHITE: Unaware and unprepared. If attacked in Condition White, the only thing that may save you is the inadequacy or ineptitude of
your attacker. When confronted by something nasty, your reaction will probably be “Oh my God! This can’t be happening to me.”

YELLOW: Relaxed alert. No speciﬁc threat situation. Your mindset is that “today could be the day I may have to defend myself.” You are
simply aware that the world is a potentially unfriendly place and that you are prepared to defend yourself, if necessary. You use your eyes
and ears, and realize that “I may have to shoot today.” You don’t have to be armed in this state, but if you are armed you should be in
Condition Yellow. You should always be in Yellow whenever you are in unfamiliar surroundings or among people you don’t know. You can
remain in Yellow for long periods, as long as you are able to “Watch your six.” (In aviation 12 o’clock refers to the direction in front of the
aircraft’s nose. Six o’clock is the blind spotbehind the pilot.) In Yellow, you are “taking in” surrounding information in a relaxed but alert
manner, like a continuous 360 degree radar sweep. As Cooper put it, “I might have to shoot.”

ORANGE: Speciﬁc alert. Something is not quite right and has your attention. Your radar has picked up a speciﬁc alert. You shift your
primary focus to determine if there is a threat (but you do not drop your six). Your mindset shifts to “I may have to shoot that person
today,” focusing on the speciﬁc target that has caused the escalation in alert status. In Condition Orange, you set a mental trigger: “If
that person does X, I will need to stop them.” Your pistol usually remains holstered in this state. Staying in Orange can be a bit of a
mental strain, but you can stay in it for as long as you need to. If the threat proves to be nothing, you shift back to Condition Yellow.
RED: Condition Red is ﬁght. Your mental trigger (established back in Condition Orange) has been tripped. “If X happens I will shoot
that person” — X has happened, the ﬁght is on.

probability of being successful in this
criminal attack.”
Every criminal, every terrorist, every
whacked-out face eater, each undergoes an economic calculation when initiating an attack. Essentially, it is a
risk/reward analysis. What are my
chances of pulling this off? Some use a
greater degree of rationality than others.
The economic criminal might look for a
98 percent chance of success, otherwise he’s going to move onto another
target. The face eater may be willing to
live with a 20 percent chance of success
as his drug-induced fever pushes him
on. Yes, even the terrorist who might be
suicidal will only engage if they feel they
have a chance of success. Success may
be difficult to determine from a rational
perspective, but regardless of our own
worldview, you better believe they have
an idea of what success looks like.
The complete warrior understands
this and also understands the most
basic premise of warfare—to win before
going to arms.
That 265-pound student… were he a
full collection of muscle he might be
capable of intimidating the enemy.
Unfortunately, he was not only in no
condition to be intimidating, the chance

“

You exude the conﬁdence and bearing
of our nations greatest warriors!

of him being able to last more than 20
seconds in a hand-to-hand fight is
doubtful. Even moving to cover might be
a daunting task.
Some of us are blessed with genetics that make us physically imposing.
Others are saddled with genes that
give us a predilection toward, well, a
greater amount of tactical padding.
Still, maximizing our physical as well as
mental conditioning is as important as
being able to quickly put two rounds
center mass.
When we train, we train with a purpose. I do not work out at the gym
because I want a slim figure. I work out
because I know I must harden myself
for battle. The physique I achieve is
nothing more than a byproduct of my
training. The same goes for my mental
conditioning. The ability to survive a
violent confrontation requires the cognitive abilities to first and foremost

”

realize you are in a violent confrontation. This may seem a little self-evident, but surprisingly it is not a foregone conclusion. There is ample literature on the realities of cognitively processing an ambush, but we need to
understand exactly how the ambush
occurred in the first place.
St. Thomas Aquinas writing in the
13th century in the Summa Theologica
stated that any law or policy that robs
the individual of the opportunity to find
the glory of God is antithetical to divine
law. Essentially, this means that while
it might be “strategically” beneficial to
neutralize our adversary prior to him
launching an attack on us, this is not in
accordance to divine will. To be consistent with the Almighty’s intentions, we
need to give the bad guy every opportunity to abandon his evil intentions
and turn toward the righteous.
Unfortunately, this kind of puts us
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You will not survive a gunﬁght because your gun is
more expensive than the
other guy’s—you will survive
because of superior tactics.
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gunfighters behind the eight ball.
Because of St. Aquinas, the bad guy is
always given the first bite at the apple.
This means everything we do is essentially reactive. It also brings up a key
question: “How did we get here in the
first place?”
There is one of two possible ways a
bad guy can get close enough to
launch an attack. One is typical, the
victim is so self absorbed, so oblivious
to their surroundings, that they have
no clue they are under attack until it is
too late. The second is more terrifying.
The victim is completely aware of their
surroundings. They are in “condition
yellow” scanning for potential threats.
Yet, the attacker is so good, so well
trained, that they are able to defeat all
these early warning trip wires and still
get into an operational distance. You
have to consider this: If they are that
good in defeating a victim’s early
warning senses, they are probably
pretty good at actual combat.
Choosing to be a gunfighter is a
commitment, not only to developing
mastery of the weapon, but a commitment to mastering yourself. Dedicated
training. Training at the range, training
at the gym, training in the kitchen,
training in the mall. This is a holistic
endeavor.
A firearm may look sexy, but if there is
a worn out recoil spring inside the gun it
is essentially worthless. The same goes
for the person behind the gun. We must
become dedicated to the proposition
that we are warriors—complete warriors. We must maintain our weapons
regardless whether they cut, shoot, lift,
run, or think. Fire your gun at the range,
and do so often, but make no mistake
your training does not end there. TW
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The stock of a bolt-action
riﬂe or AR-15 may not be as
critical in its ﬁt as a shotgun
stock, but it matters.
BY DAVE DOLBEE

T

he majority of tactical rifles these days come with
a six-position stock. Given the multiple roles a
tactical rifle can play and the inherent versatility
built into a tactical rifle this makes sense. You may need
the stock extended to full length to fit you 6’ 2” frame at
the range when shooting prone and collapsed on your
shoulder when doing a tactical entry and using a co-witnessed sight for CQB. The same rifle may also be used by
the wife or roommate in an emergency who is only 5’ 1”. It
is the adjustability that makes the tactical rifle stock so
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versatile. However, that does not mean because it is
adjustable all stocks are the same. Nor does it mean
every tactical rifle should don an adjustable stock.
To compile a list of tactical stocks for this article, I reached
out to several shooters via social media, a few operators I train
with fairly regular to find their favorites and added in a couple
that have served me well in testing. Everyone had a favorite,
but a few manufacturers and models demonstrated a rabid
following while others were ranked high on the majority of the
respondent’s top three list. Did your favorite make the list?
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MISSION FIRST TACTICAL
BATTLELINK

According to Mission First Tactical, the Battlelink is “the lightest stock on the
market!” With heavy input from operators, Mission First Tactical utilized the minimal
amount of material while maintaining all the necessary functionality.
Battlelink Stocks are the evolution of battlefield technology manufactured using a
specially developed military-grade reinforced, super-tough polyamide. Putting the
stock to your shoulder is the foundation of any stock, and holding true to the basics
while adding functionality with the minimal amount of material possible was Mission First Tactical’s goal when creating the Battlelink. With heavy input from operators from all spectrums Mission First Tactical saw the need to make a stock that
offered all of the functional requirements while keeping the weight under 6 ounces.
The Battlelink adapts and changes to your environment or operational needs
by utilizing custom accessory mounts and is able to accept a new optimized sling
configuration. This ultimately makes Mission First Tactical’s stock the lightest in
today’s AR accessories market. Other notable features include an Angled non-slip
rubberized buttpad for faster presentation—even with body armor. The Quick Detach
Sling mounting point is positioned for optimum usage including ambidextrous shooters. The Battlelink is available in black, foliage green, grey, and scorched dark earth.
MSRP: $ 59.99; missionfirsttactical.com
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VLTOR IMOD
IMPROVED MODULAR
STOCK
Designed from lessons taken from the
modern battlefield, the IMOD stock provides a
highly practical and functional design. In addition,
the stock is constructed from the finest materials,
making it capable of withstanding the most rugged
demands. The IMOD stock kit is the perfect start to any
AR-15 build.
The IMOD features a waterproof side battery compartments that holds three CR123 or two AA batteries in each
compartment. The rolled/angled buttpad offers a wide
traction area while the entire stock is constructed with an
impact and temperature resistant polymer that is specifically blended for VLTOR stocks. With the IMOD, you’ll
have a choice of a standard or clubfoot design and MilSpec or commercial configurations.

VLTOR’s IMOD tapes out at
6.26 inches with the buttpad (at
centerline of tube). The Standard
weighs in at 9.5 ounces while the Clubfoot weigh a scant bit more at 9.9 ounces.
Fully collapsed, the length of pull is 10.25 and
13.5 inches respectively.
MSRP: $89.95; vltor.com

PRS PRECISION RIFLE
SNIPER STOCK

The Magpul PRS Gen3 is an update to the revolutionary
Magpul PRS stock. The PRS Gen 3 features tool-less adjustments for comb height and LOP, rotation limited QD sling
mounts, and a height and cant adjustable rubber butt-pad
giving the user the perfect platform to shoot off of. The PRS
Gen3 is compatible with carbine, rifle and A5 length receiver
extensions.
Notable features include an enhanced strength butt-plate
that withstands severe impact and recoil up to .50 BMG; rub86 TACTICAL WORLD | SUMMER 2016

ber butt-pad that provides positive shoulder purchase to prevent slippage and is adjustable for both cant and height;
machined aluminum LOP and Cheek Piece adjustment knobs
with positive locking click detents; steel adjustment shafts
finished with Melonite for wear and corrosion resistance; bottom M-LOK slots provide additional sling mounting possibilities or for attaching 1913 Picatinny rails for use with a monopod, and more.
MSRP: $255; magpul.com
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BRAVO COMPANY B5 ENHANCED
SOPMOD

The NSWC CRANE developed
SOPMOD Buttstock was born
from the unique needs of Special
Operation Forces. B5 Systems has
taken the venerable design of the
SOPMOD Buttstock and incorporated the features sought by military professionals and firearm enthusiasts. Building
upon its exceptional cheek weld and storage capabilities the
B5 Systems Enhanced SOPMOD Buttstock features an ambidextrous quick
disconnect sling swivel mount, color matching hardware, and construction of MilSpec materials and finishes. The B5 Systems Enhanced SOPMOD Buttstock is available in molded colors of Black and Flat Dark Earth.
Featuring an anti-rotational QD mount, cushioned buttpad, and improved adjustment latch. The SOPMOD Bravo Stock is slightly angled at the rear of the buttstock
to ensure comfortable fit and consistent cheekweld. The B5 Systems Enhanced
SOPMOD stock is available in black, flat dark earth, coyote brown, foliage green,
wolf grey, Mandrake, and multicam.
MSRP: $95; bravocompanyusa.com

ARCHANGEL
PRECISION RIFLE STOCK

While the AR-15 may be America’s most popular long
gun, it certainly isn’t the only one in the tactical arsenal. Maybe
you are going old school with Mosin Nagant, perhaps it is the
venerable Remington 700 in the hands of someone with the
talent to reach out and touch someone. Either way, Archangel
has what you are looking for with the Archangel Precision Stock.
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The Archangel Precision Stock is a drop-in fit next-generation stock, constructed of a proprietary carbon fiber filled
super-tough polymer, for the classic Mosin-Nagant M1891,
Remington 700 (short or long action), Howa 1500, Mauser
K98, Ruger Mini14, Springfield M1A and M-14, and more.
MSRP: $130 - $360; archangelmanufacturing.com
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MAGPUL
MOE AK STOCK AK47/AK74

Providing Magpul
construction and ingenuity to
the venerable AK platform, the
Magpul MOE AK Stock is an
optimized fixed stock for most
stamped receiver AK-47/AKM/AK-74 pattern rifles with a fixed stock
and single tang trunnion. The rollover on the toe allows for easier shoulder
transitions and better fit when using body armor.
Notable features include the rubber butt-pad with anti-slip surface to increase
impact protection. The reinforced polymer A-frame construction minimizes weight
and bulk. The MOE AK also incorporates an internal storage compartment that is
optimized for a factory AK cleaning kit. Optional snap on cheek risers make the MOE
AK ideal when using an optic. Magpul’s MOE AK offers a 12.8-inch length of pull.
MSRP: $56.95; magpul.com

MESA TACTICAL
URBINO

The Urbino Tactical stock features a “tactical”
12.5-inch length of pull, Santoprene rubber grip, Limbsaver
butt pad, and a variety of flexible sling mounting options. The
Limbsaver butt pad slip-on recoil pad features a three-step
recoil reduction technology that dissipates up to 70% of felt
recoil and maintains target acquisition. They feature a 12month warranty by Limbsaver.
Note: While rail-equipped Urbino stocks can be used without the cheek piece, cheek risers cannot be fitted to stocks
that do not have the rails, so choose wisely before slapping
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down any of your “wife doesn’t know about this” funds.
Urbino Tactical stocks are available in black, coyote (tan),
and OD green colors. The company also offers US-made
forend halves from Freedom Fighter Tactical that match the
colored Urbino Tactical stocks. Colored Urbino Tactical stock
kits include matching forends.
Platforms supported are Remington 870, Remington 1100, Remington 11-87, Benelli M1, Benelli M2 and Benelli M4 (all 12-gauge).
MSRP: $145; mesatactical.com

• STOCKS • BUYER’S GUIDE • STOCKS •

MCMILLIAN
A-5

The A-5 stock combines all the most requested features of the entire A-series
into one professional tactical rifle stock. Compared to McMillian’s other A-series
stocks, the A-5 uses a beavertail forearm that is wider and flatter. The action and
barrel sit lower for enhanced stability. The A-5 uses a trim pistol grip. The dual-purpose butt hook is fully functional for either riding sandbags or controlling the rifle
with the non-trigger hand. The A-5 can be made as light as 2.5 pounds. Different
molds are available for Remington, Winchester, Sako 75, Sako A-series, Howa, Savage, Weatherby Mark V, and most custom benchrest actions in both right and left
hand configurations.
MSRP: $338 - $548; mcmillanusa.com TW
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Q&A
SIMON CRUZ OF DOUBLE
WITH

Are you ready to get the most out
of your training and give your most
in your profession?
BY LARRY SCHWARTZ
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F

inding yourself in a dangerous situation and having to decide what to
do, and then being able to carry out that decision, is not a scenario
that only happens to law enforcement officers. It can happen to any of
us. To get some insights into what it takes to be able to handle those situations, Tactical World spoke to one of its regular contributors, Simon Cruz, to
get his insights into the matter. Cruz is a certified instructor in a variety of
topics ranging from various weapons (pistol, rifle, shotgun) to MACTAC, witness protection, emergency casualty care, dignitary security and CCW. His
certifications come from several western states, the FBI, Homeland Security
and FEMA. He brings 24 years of experience on a local police force from a
basic patrol officer up through the ranks to lieutenant and reserve captain,
plus almost as many years of experience as an instructor, to his classes and
his training philosophy.

WIKIMEDIA.COM

TW: Are you seeing any new trends
in the world of firearms and selfdefense training? Are there any techniques that you and other instructors
are introducing? If so, what are they
and how are they different from what
has been done in the past?
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SC: Yes, we are. For civilians, many
have been asking for force-on-force
training for scenarios like active shooter
or things that a CCW carrier would be
faced with, and also close-quarter combat for home defense. So when we got
those kinds of inquiries, I developed

training that involved role-playing that
involved both civilians and law enforcement. This way, they are not just shooting at paper targets, and both law
enforcement and civilians get to take
part in real-world scenarios and also see
how the other side acts or feels about
what is happening. We have gotten
some really good feedback on this, and
both sides were able to re-evaluate what
they do and how [they] should react.
For the law enforcement students,
the normal qualifications have been
shooting at pneumatic targets while
standing that pop out, and you have to
shoot them within a certain timeframe. I
have developed some survival skillsbased training where they have to use
different shooting stances, move while
shooting from one location to another
and reload on the move, all under time

pressure to get their grade. This
approach requires the officer to not only
be able to employ the gun properly, but
to also think about what he is doing and
make tactical decisions, all in a very
short timeframe and while under stress.
We have gotten a lot of favorable feedback from this by the officers who have
participated.
TW: Terrorism can occur at any time
and any place. How many people are
really ready to defend against an
attack or an active shooter scenario?
And why?
SC: In California, many are on a
heightened level of awareness and are
reporting things more than they were
before. California is pretty strict on issuing CCW permits, but if more people
were allowed to carry concealed, I think

that more people would be ready and
able to respond.
Terrorists are always going to have
the upper hand in these situations.
They are going to the range and practicing, so they know how to use their
weapons. Because of this, if a civilian
finds themselves in an active shooter
situation with only a Buck knife or pepper spray, they are going to be on the
losing end of the situation if they are
going up against someone who has a
gun. Our politicians need to look into
this and give more people the opportunity to defend themselves. You can run
away if you have the opportunity, but if
you don’t then the only way to defend
against a man with a gun is with
another gun. As a result, even if you are
mentally prepared, you likely will not
be prepared with a firearm.

TW: How does he prepare, from a
mental standpoint, to be ready to
evaluate and act on a situation at all
times?
SC: In law enforcement, both at the
Academy and in follow-on training, you
should always let dispatch know where
you are and what you are doing. I went
into a traffic stop with a woman a few
years back that I thought would be pretty
simple, but it turned out that she had a
mixed martial arts background and
when my backup got there we were on
the ground fighting. I tell other officers to
take some courses on both equipment
and tactical scenarios. Don’t hesitate to
ask your fellow officers or sergeants how
they would handle a situation if you are
uncertain on what you should do.
One key element that everyone needs
to think about is whether they can actu-

Physical ﬁtness is an often-overlooked factor of the job for LEOs. The fully loaded
duty belt and body armor can weigh anywhere from 15 to 25 pounds. Add to that
the extra gear that SWAT teams use, and it rises above 35 pounds.
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With all the gear that SWAT teams wear, the police officer needs to be in excellent condition to be able to perform well both mentally and physically
under the stress of the additional weight and the additional heat.
ally take another person’s life if the situation requires it. If you can, then you
need to then think about if lethal force is
actually necessary, and if it is then you
need to first tell the bad guy to drop his
gun and give him the chance to comply
before you take any other actions.
If you can’t bring yourself to take
another life then you need to step back
and think about a non-lethal option, like
a baseball bat, Taser or pepper spray, if
you still want a way to protect yourself
and others.
TW: We understand more women
are training, not just in law enforce?
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ment but in the general public. What
has created this trend?
SC: We are seeing more and more
women coming in to ask for training.
One thing we are doing for them is
developing some new courses to fit their
needs and concerns. Some of them are
a little more finicky about shooting
because they have never shot before, or
they don’t think that a course applies to
them. We are using a layered approach
where they learn basic firearm and
marksmanship skills before they
progress on to more advanced types of
training, and then eventually doing the

force on force or home defense scenarios they originally came to us about. The
most common scenario they are worried
about is how to protect themselves in a
home defense situation, so we tailor the
training to that kind of environment.
TW: There are probably more EDC
(every day carry) lists available today
than there are stars in the night sky. In
generic terms, you don’t need to cite
specific brands or models, but what
do you recommend that the armed
citizen carry with them every day?
SC: The first thing I would advise is to
get a handgun that is simple to use and

“

One key element that everyone needs to think about
is whether they can actually take another person’s life
if the situation requires it.

manipulate. Things like manual safeties
can make it more complicated to get it
into action in a stressful situation. The
second thing is to consider adding lights
or some kind of low light or laser sight to
your carry gun if you would be carrying
when it is dark out as well as during daylight hours. Third, is to get a good, quality holster that you are comfortable
wearing and can use effectively. If you
can’t sit comfortably in it or draw from it
easily, then you need to consider either a
different holster or putting it in a different location. Fourth would be to carry
extra ammunition with you. Fifth applies

to training, and that is to train in the
same clothing and gear that you would
be using if you had to draw your gun. For
women, if you wear a dress most of the
time and carry your gun in a handbag or
fanny pack with an integral holster, then
that it what you should be practicing in.
For men, don’t practice with a tactical
cargo pants and a gunbelt with magazine pouches and a belt mounted holster if you normally wear khakis and a
polo shirt every day. And the final thing
is to really put in a lot of time practicing
with it. You want to become very proficient with the gun that you carry so that
if the situation occurs your muscle
memory will help you through what you
need to do. You can only do this if you
routinely carry the same gun and wear it
in the same location.
TW: On a different subject, law
enforcement seems to be under
intense scrutiny. Is that fair? How
does the community feel about it?
SC: Majority of citizens think that
LEOs are doing a good job. They trust
law enforcement. Unfortunately, in any
organization about 10 percent will be
bad apples and that applies to law
enforcement, too. So, the added
scrutiny can be good in that it helps to
identify and weed out the bad apples.
Sometimes, some parts of the public
want action taken faster than the
established review process takes, and
that can cause problems.
TW: Has that increased scrutiny
affected training, and how an officer
does his job? If so, how has it
changed what and how you train?
SC: It hasn’t affected our training,
because we have always had training on
how to behave and handle situations
with the public, and we get refresher
courses on a regular basis. But for the

”

individual police officer, I do think that it
puts them in check. They are not afraid
to make contact with the public but
they are very careful about what they
say because now everything has to be
politically correct. I just tell them to be
professional and think about what you
are going to say. Another thing is to just
be willing to apologize if you made a
mistake. A lot of times the problem
escalates because someone wasn’t
willing to apologize.
We also try to have a second officer at
every encounter. It provides backup to
the primary officer, but it also puts them
in check because they want to do things
right in front of their fellow officers. It
also provides a second witness to whatever happens in case someone in the
public makes a complaint.
TW: How is technology helping or
hurting LE? For example, body cams
are starting to become more preva?

TYPICAL DUTY
WEAR ITEMS
• Body armor
• Duty belt, single or double
• Holster
• Handgun
• Ammunition pouches, one or more
• Handcuff pouch
• Flashlight holder and ﬂashlight
• Radio
• Taser (depending on agency)
• Body camera (depending on agency)
• First air or trauma kit
(depending on agency)
• Gloves pouch (depending on agency)
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Shoot houses, long used by military and law enforcement for training in realistic environments, are now being used to train men and women on how to
handle home invasion scenarios.
lent, and every citizen with a smartphone is now a potential cameraman
for the evening news.
SC: It all comes down to accountability. Even if he is wearing a body cam or is
being recorded by someone with a
smartphone, if they perform as they
should it won’t be a problem. In some
cases the video can be a benefit, too. It
can help us to identify and deal with
those bad apples we discussed before,
and it can also provide evidence that
shows the officer did in fact act appropriately when there is a civilian complaint. Also, the very presence of the
camera is like having a fellow officer
with you and it may make the officer on
the scene take that second thought
before saying or doing something they

“

might regret afterwards.
In terms of technology, we have also
made the training more sophisticated by
using reactive or moving targets, and
incorporating vehicles and barricades
into the scenarios. This makes them
think about what they are doing, assessing if the target is a good guy or a bad
guy. We are also incorporating tools like
airsoft and CERT pistols which help
make taking the shot more realistic in
force on force scenarios. In addition to
the simulated firearms we have a simulator that is used by a lot of police
departments with a large number of
scenarios that people can run through
to learn how to handle different situations.
TW: Vince Lombardi said, in respect

to physical fitness, that, “Fatigue
makes cowards of us all.” In your
experience, does fitness, or lack of it,
affect the training that you give to
LEOs and average citizens?
SC: Often local police departments
don’t have a requirement for their officers to stay fit. As a result, the stressors
of the job can lead to eating poorly, not
getting enough sleep, and gaining
weight or a lack of endurance. This
results in officers who can’t react quickly
in some situations. It also means that
some officers may not be as aggressive
in the pursuit of a suspect as they would
be because they can’t keep up or can’t
pursue at all. They rationalize it by saying that they will get him the next time,
but the bad guy is still on the loose.

The ﬁrst thing I would advise is to get a handgunthat is simple to use and manipulate.
Things like manual safeties can make it more complicated
to get it into action in a stressful situation.
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THINKSTOCK

One of the new trends in ﬁrearms and CCW training is how to act and react around vehicles. Topics include what parts of a vehicle provide
actual cover and how to shoot from inside a vehicle.
For civilians, especially CCW holders,
it can affect their ability to employ their
carry gun. They may not be able to draw
it quickly and smoothly because they
are big and their body gets in the way of
the gun coming out. Their size or lack of
flexibility or balance can affect their
ability to take the necessary shooting
position if they need to go to a kneeling
position from standing or sitting. In any
shooting situation, you need to be able
to move quickly from place to place and
perform gross and fine motor skills in a
timely manner.
TW: So what kind of fitness goals
should a LEO or a CCW holder strive if
they want to be both mentally and

physically prepared?
SC: In general, that they should be
working on good overall fitness, getting
their body weight down to where it
should be, improve your flexibility and
work on general strength building.
TW: Is there anything you want to
add before we finish?
SC: I encourage everyone, whether
they are law enforcement or civilians,
to always train with a certified
instructor. You can practice skills you
just learned yourself, but learn them
from a certified instructor first. And
when you look for training to go to,
look for the instructors who are the
legends in their field. I make sure that

I take my classes from them. I want to
learn from the best. It helps me stay
motivated in the class and when I
train on my own. They also tend to
keep it real more than the newer
instructors do. TW

Contact Information
Double Tap Training Center (TFF1247)
11025 Balboa Blvd Suite-D
Granada Hills, CA 91344
Phone: (818) 363-1777
Email: simon@doubletapshooting.com
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ONE

BOLD
PISTOL

The Ruger American 9 mm Pistol Sets the Bar High
TEXT AND PHOTOS BY BOB CAMPBELL

S

turm, Ruger and Co. has introduced a pistol that is
among the most practical and tactical handguns
tested by “Tactical World” in some time. That is a
bold statement, but the Ruger American is a bold pistol.
With a military contract for a new handgun on the horizon, the Southport, Connecticut-based firearm manufacturer has set the bar high with this handgun.

DESIGNED FOR SERVICE
With years of expertise manufacturing rugged, reliable, serviceable firearms, Ruger developed the Ruger American after
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years of research and studying the needs of
both institutional and civilian buyers.
Mechanically, the new handgun isn’t an
upgraded member of the SR series—far from
it. The American pistol was designed with
the U.S. Military’s Joint Combat Pistol
competition in mind. The military’s
requirements were considered a baseline. With the aging Beretta 92 due for
upgrade or replacement, the Ruger
American is intended as a contender.

Innovative, reliable and
affordable, the Ruger
American has a bright
future.
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The Ruger American is like no Ruger before.

The pistol is well suited for law
enforcement use as well as military,
as the pistol’s design had input from
law enforcement experts, trainers,
and rank and file—many who were
former or retired military. The initial
versions are chambered in 9 mm
Luger and .45 ACP. The Ruger American is a refreshing handgun—it places
the tactical among the technical. For
concealed carry or home defense, you
would be hard pressed to find a better-designed handgun.

There are no surprises in its basic
design. Few pistols do not use the
Browning recoil system. Angled camming surfaces have proven viable since
first used in the Browning P35 High
Power. Ruger has modified and
tweaked the angle of the camming surfaces for both superior reliability and
recoil control.
The slide is designed to ride lower
than most modern handguns. With the
bore centerline closer to the hand, there
is less leverage for the muzzle to rise.
The slide is lighter than some designs,
which avoids the slide-heavy feel of
many modern pistols. The slide contour
is pleasing but business-like. The slide is
slightly scalloped to allow holstering
with ease.
The pistol features Novak Low Mount
sights, which are ideal for tactical use.
The sight picture is good and easily
picked up in maximum speed drills. The
white three-dot configuration allows

“

The American pistol was designed
with the U.S. Military’s Joint Combat Pistol
Competition in mind.
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Firing at the Tactical Target Systems target the
author was able to demonstrate excellent control with double taps at moderate range.

rapid sight engagement and good sight
alignment in rapid fire drills. The sights
are well regulated for the six o’clock
hold with 124-grain loads. The rear sight
may be adjusted for windage.
The stainless-steel barrel features
conventional rifling, which means the
pistol may be used with lead bullet
handloads for real economy. The chamber also properly supports the cartridge
case head. Unsupported chambers are a
real problem with modern pistols, but

the supported chamber is intended to
allow feeding of any type of load, even
with a dirty chamber. Ruger accomplishes the same thing with proper cartridge-case head support.

THE BANG SWITCH
The Ruger American trigger action
isn’t unique, but it is a departure from
the majority of service pistols. The trigger isn’t prepped or set by the slide, and
the striker isn’t prepped with the trigger’s action finishing the job of cocking
and releasing the striker. When the slide
is racked, the striker is fully cocked.
Pressing the trigger breaks the seal and
releases the striker.
A firing pin block prevents forward
movement of the striker unless the trigger is fully pressed. A lever in the trigger
prevents firing from lateral pressure or
movement of the trigger if the pistol is
dropped. The action breaks at a clean
5.9 pounds. The trigger action is an ideal
configuration for tactical use.
A nice touch is a trigger stop molded
into the trigger guard. The trigger action
is completely contained in a steel chassis. The chassis is buried in the frame
with its integral slide rails. The firing
group is located in this chassis. The
parts move metal on metal and do not
contact the polymer frame. Controls are
few and simple and include an
ambidextrous slide lock, ambidextrous
magazine release and, on the left hand
side, a takedown lever.
When doing tactical training we do
not run right hand and left drills but
forward or rear drills with the rifle and
whatever hand is in use with the pistol. The Ruger American is fully
ambidextrous. The magazine release
is positive in operation. I like the fact
that there are shelves on the frame
that protect the magazine release
from inadvertent operation. The slide
lock is also protected.
The firing grip fits most hands well as
issued; there are modular grip inserts for
further adjustment. The maximum difference in trigger reach is 0.3-inch with
the largest to the smallest grip insert, a
significant amount of adjustment. The
frame is positively roughened for good
adhesion, but it never proved uncomfortable during firing. The frame is a

Cocking serrations are generous and shelves molded into the frame protect the controls.

Note the shelf protecting the magazine release from inadvertent manipulation that would drop the
magazine.

The Ruger take down lever is a good feature, the author feels.
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When doing tactical training,
we do not run right hand and left drills,
but forward or rear drills with the riﬂe and
whatever hand is in use with the pistol.

A big advantage is that the Ruger
American ﬁts all hands well.

Ruger American 9 mm
Caliber

9 mm Luger

Magazine capacity

17 rounds

Slide

Stainless steel

Barrel length

4.2 inches

Grip frame

High performance
nylon

Width

1.4 inches

Sights

Novak LoMount

Weight

30 ounces

List

$575

Average retail

$465
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combination of stippling, serrations and
pebbling that comes off well.
The frame features a mount for lights
or lasers on the forward portion of the
frame. The trigger guard is undercut
between the trigger guard and the front
strap. This serves to further lower the
bore axis. When aiming, the Ruger
American has a pleasant heft and
points well. Thankfully, there are no finger grooves to spread the fingers out
and weaken the grip.
The magazines are steel with a
capacity of 17 rounds. They were not difficult to load, even to the last cartridge.
The magazines are a dull gray finish and,
according to Ruger, they are Teflon

coated. This is a good touch on a service
pistol. The frame extends a bit from the
magazine well to prevent pinching the
hand as you seat the magazine. The
tapered magazine is fast to reload.
The 0.3-inch frame extension houses
a lanyard attachment for the very few
users interested in using this device. I like
the break down and field strip of the
Ruger. An advantage over the Glock is
that the trigger doesn’t have to be pulled
to disassemble the pistol. Lock the slide
to the rear, remove the magazine, and
rotate the take down lever downward.
Release the slide stop and control the
slide’s travel as it runs forward. The recoil
rod guide and recoil spring lift out easily;

the barrel simply is pressed out of the
slide. The trigger doesn’t have to be
pulled to disassemble the pistol.

FIRING THE RUGER AMERICAN
The pistol was carried in an Eclipse
holster. This strong side Kydex scabbard
is ideal for all around use. The belt used
was the Big Foot leather belt, a dead
solid choice that really seems made
from Big Foot leather. (The holster was
originally ordered for the Smith and
Wesson M&P 9 mm. The fit was perfect
with proper retention.) At this point, the
Ruger American has fired some 800
rounds, including lead bullet handloads,
FMJ loads, and both standard pressure
and +P JHP loads.
There have been no failures to feed,
chamber, fire, or eject. Much of the
action was undertaken with a handload
using the Magnus Cast Bullets RNL bullet, with good results. Other loads
included the Winchester USA 115-grain
FMJ and Fiocchi 147-grain JHP—also
with good results. For this Tactical

World evaluation, the magazines were
loaded with Black Hills Ammunition 115grain FMJ loads. A Challenge Targets
Hurricane target stand was set up with
Opsgear tactical targets.
I drew, fired, moved from cover to
cover, and burned up some 150 rounds
of Black Hills FMJ loads as quickly as I
could load four magazines. (The pistol
comes with two—two more were
ordered.) The pistol handles well. Recoil
is modest, muzzle flip is subdued, and
trigger reset is rapid—excellent, in fact. I
used the modern Opsgear critical use
target during the tactical drills, firing
rapidly at 7 and 10 yards. This target
adds a degree of challenge and realism
to the training. The sights were quickly
aligned, the trigger pressed, and I had a
hit. It is front sight, front sight, and the
cadence of fire is set not by how quickly
you are able to press the trigger but by
how quickly you are able to control
recoil and regain the sight picture.
I switched to two powerful service
loads for further evaluation. These loads

feature a good balance of expansion and
penetration, with penetration favored for
tactical penetration of windshield glass
and vehicle sheet metal. The Black Hills
ammunition 124-grain JHP +P was fired
in a rapid group at 10 yards firing as
quickly as I could realign the sights. Next,
came the Hornady 135-grain Flex Lok +P.
Each sent 10 rounds into a group of less
than four inches at 10 yards. These formidable loads maximize the caliber.
To qualify the long-range accuracy of
the Ruger American 9 mm, I fired several groups from a standing barricade
position. From this solid rest, each load
grouped five shots into less than 4
inches at 25 yards. The Ruger American
is clearly accurate enough for service
and personal defense. The balance and
heft of the pistol are good, and the natural point better than any polymer
frame 9 mm I have yet tested. Abrasion
and adhesion of the grip are excellent.
The trigger and sights leave little to be
desired. The Ruger American pistol has
great things ahead. TW

CMMG’s Mk47 MUTANT
was awarded the 2016
American Riﬂeman Golden Bullseye Award

Tactical Gun of the Year

AR15

The award winning beast-like Mk47 MUTANT
was spawned from two of the world’s greatest
platforms, genetically re-engineered for AR15
accuracy and relentless AK47-like reliability
with the legendary 7.62x39mm caliber. Accepts
standard AK magazines and drums. Available in
eleven well-equipped models.

7.62x39mm
[bolt face]

Mk47
7.62x39mm
[bolt face]

Learn More At:

Ħ AKS13 KRINK model shown with optional equipment.

CMMGinc.com
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GO-TO GEAR

I will take one of each, please, thank you—better
make that two. After all, two is one and one is none.
BY TACTICAL WORLD STAFF

W

e all love gear, so here are a few more of our
favorites from the past and a couple new
ones that have recently hit one or more of the
staff’s radar screens. Whether you are battle hardened,
a defender of the streets or just someone with a tactical
mindset, there is something here for you.

MAXIM DEFENSE
CQB STOCK
The Maxim CQB Stock is a new kind of PDW stock. At its most collapsed position, this CQB stock adds less than 5.5 inches to your AR-15. The Maxim CQB stock
is the length of a standard carbine stock when extended. It has four total positions,
so you can adjust for maximum comfort and multiple scenarios.
By using an exclusive cut down JP Silent Capture Spring, you can not only break
open your rifle in normal fashion, but you can also use your own bolt carrier group.
The Maxim CQB Stock is also compatible with most direct impingement and piston
AR rifles.
MSRP: $450; maximdefense.com
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SUPPRESSOR READY
SPRINGFIELD XD(M)
The XD(M) pistol from Springfield Armory is now available with a threaded barrel. The XD(M) 4.5-inch Full
Size/Threaded Barrel (9 mm) still has everything you
want and need in a pistol—ergonomic design, reliable performance and intuitive usability. And now
you can make it a lot quieter.
Since its introduction, the XD(M) 4.5-inch Full
Size has been used by those who are looking for fullsize performance, sight radius and handling. Now with
a half-inch by 28 TPI extended threaded barrel, it’s a pistol for
those who prefer to shoot with the benefits of a suppressor.
Specially equipped with suppressor-height 3 dot sights, the
XD(M) is ready to accept the muzzle-mounted accessory of
your choice. You’ll still find all the original features that make
the XD(M) an industry standout, including interchangeable
backstraps, Mega-lock texturing and a match-grade barrel.
MSRP: $699; springfield-armory.com

MAGNUM ANTIBALLISTIC SYSTEMS
BALLISTIC BACKPACK
The Magnum Ballistic Backpack is a rugged backpack
built for work and school with compartments for clothing, a
cell phone and laptop. It features two main fleece-lined components with drop-in audio pocket with headphone passthrough, dual zippered pockets, back panel side
entry, laptop sleeve and organizer panel. It
measures 24 inches high by 14 inches wide by 7
inches deep, and its capacity is 2,350 cubic
inches. The Ballistic Panel is located inside the
back panel of the pack and adds less than 15
ounces of weight, but it offers the user a
threat level protection of NIJ3A (up to and
including .44 magnum).
Today’s threat extends far beyond the battlefield or law enforcement beat ... and it has
the potential to harm some of our most
innocent. With school shootings on the rise,
Magnum Antiballistic Systems also offers
kid-sized backpack and roller bags. The ballistic panel is also sold separately.
MSRP: $149-$350;
magnumantiballisticsystems.com
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5.11 TACTICAL MAVERICK
ASSAULTERS BELT

Comfortable, ergonomic and designed for one time fit-and-forget convenience, the Maverick Assaulter’s Belt features a
patented AustriAlpine buckle assembly that gives you quick attach and detach capability but remains stable and secure when
worn. Additionally, the integrated web loop at the front provides added customizability. The Maverick Assaulters Belt is 1.75 inches
wide and comes in black or sandstone.
MSRP: $90; 511tactical.com

ATN THOR-HD 384 9-36X
THERMAL RIFLE SCOPE

The Obsidian “T” II Thermal core beats at the heart of ATN’s systems. More power, more features, smaller packaging and
lower cost have allowed ATN to make the biggest update to its award winning thermal product line. Record videos and photos
onto a MicroSD card. Never again forget to record that perfect shot with ATN’s patented RAV (Recoil Activated Video). Use
ATN’s Smart Range Finder to quickly range in on your target, and allow the ballistic calculator to make instantaneous corrections to your POI on the fly. Smooth Zoom, built in WiFi, Bluetooth, 3-D Gyroscope, 3-D Accelerometer, 3-D Magnetometer are
but a few of the features and sensors packed into these systems.
MSRP: $4,499; atncorp.com
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MAGPUL
PMAG D-60 MAGAZINE

HAZARD 4
OVERWATCH PACK

Sometimes you simply need to feed the machine. Fortunately, Magpul has the answer to an itchy trigger finger with
its 60-round, 5.56 mm PMAG D-60 magazine for AR-15/M4compatible weapons. The polymer PMAG D-60 drum magazine is designed to be durable, lightweight and reliable. The
drum allows for prone firing and features a rear window for
instant capacity indication.
MSRP: $130; magpul.com

Talk about truly tactical and ready to accommodate the
needs of the mission, Hazard 4’s Overwatch pack is one pack
to do it all. A well-sized day backpack with a thermoformed
back panel, the Overwatch suits anyone needing to transport
their gear. It includes a unique thermoformed cap to protect
sunglasses and a large organizer pocket for pens, lights,
knives and other small gear. The removable MOLLE-compatible belt can be worn alone as a surface for mounting smaller
bags/pouches. This exclusive design has sleeves that unroll
to allow the carrying of various rifles inside.
MSRP: $290; hazard4.com
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SECUREIT TACTICAL
FAST BOX HARRIER

SecureIt Tactical allows you to bolt the Fast Box Harrier to the inside of your vehicle’s trunk or the bed of your truck to create
a hidden storage space for your AR or similar length tactical firearm. The Fast Box Harrier is 40 inches wide by 6.5 inches high by 13
inches deep, making it well suited for an AR-15 equipped with an optic and 30-round magazine. Made of all-welded steel with a
protective pad inside, the Fast Box Harrier uses an electronic lock or key override along with a three-point locking system to ensure
your weapon stays secure.
MSRP: $269; secureittactical.com

IDEAL
CONCEAL

The Ideal Conceal is a carefully engineered double-barreled .380 caliber that’s designed to resemble a smartphone. People
can safely carry it in their purse or clipped to their side. With one click of the safety, it opens and is ready to fire. The product was
designed with safety as a priority.
MSRP: $400; idealconceal.com
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TASER
AXON BODY 2

The Axon Body 2 body camera differentiates itself from
the competition with a 30-second buffer feature so you
won’t miss a critical moment if the camera wasn’t on yet.
Taser’s cameras are designed to withstand extreme conditions and the toughest days. Taser’s technology automatically uploads your data to the cloud. Your Axon device will
simultaneously recharge in the dock. The cameras come
with Axon View, a mobile application that lets you stream,
tag and replay your videos— and so much more, but you’ll
have to visit the home page or try one for yourself.
MSRP: Call; taser.com

CRIMSON TRACE
RAIL MASTER PRO

The Rail Master Pro Universal Green
Laser Sight & Tactical Light combines
two tactical tools in a single compact
unit. The versatile unit is designed to fit
most modern pistols, rifles and shotguns
with an M1913 Picatinny or Weaver-style
accessory rail. A powerful green laser
anchors the unit and provides up to one
hour of continuous use on a single CR2
lithium battery. The Rail Master Pro also
includes a powerful 100 lumen white
light for target identification. The unit features three operational modes including:
Laser/Light Constant On, Laser Constant On, Light Constant On, and Laser w/Light
Dazzler. Activation is instant, with Tap On, Tap Off controls and a programmed Auto
Shut Off at five minutes to conserve battery life. The waterproof unit features polymer construction with an aluminum body.
MSRP: $379; crimsontrace.com
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Here is the straight scoop
from a manufacturer.
Know what you are buying;
do not believe the hype.

BY TOM MCCLURE, PRESIDENT OF OPERATIONS,
MIDWEST ARMOR & STRATEGIC SOLUTIONS

P

eople in the market for body armor may find
themselves overwhelmed by the variety of
choices available today. There is a lot of information to process for the prospective armor buyer, and you
could spend months researching before knowing exactly
what you are looking for. Sometimes a little guidance
can shorten the amount of research time needed to
make a good decision by giving you some simple criteria
to begin your search.

THREAT LEVEL SAVVY
There are three primary factors to consider when determining what armor is the best suited to your requirements:
weight, threat level and cost.
The threat level is the most complex attribute of body
armor to understand. The National Institute of Justice (NIJ)
manages a certification program that can give buyers some
idea of what to expect from their armor. The NIJ’s system
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breaks armor into various threat levels, ranging from II to IV.
threats. Although a III+ plate covers the majority of threats at
Although the threat levels are numerical and give some india moderate weight and cost, making it a very attractive seleccation of an armor’s ability to stop a higher ballistic threat, it is
tion, you should beware the rating because some less scrupuactually more complicated than simply saying “level IV is betlous companies will use the “+” designation in an attempt to
ter than level III,” because that statement overlooks other
increase the perceived protection level of a plate. Verify what
details.
threats a III+ plate is actually rated to stop with the manufacLevel II armor is typically soft armor, meaning it is comturer before purchasing.
posed of woven or fibrous materials such as Kevlar, Twaron or
Level IV is the highest rifle plate rating under the NIJ perDyneema. Level II is designed to protect from 9x19mm FMJ
sonal body armor specs at this time. A level IV must stop a
travelling at 1175 feet per second and .357 Magnum Jacketed
single hit of 7.62 mm AP “Black Tip”, which is effectively a .30Soft Point travelling at 1,400 feet per second. Level II is usually
06 Armor Piercing bullet. Note the difference in shot count
very flexible and comfortable to wear, at least relative to what
between a level III (6 shots) and level IV (1 shot) certification.
one might consider “comfortable” when wearing body armor.
Depending on the situation, level IV is therefore not automatiLevel II armor can typically withstand multiple-spaced hits,
cally better than level III, despite the higher numerical ranking.
but you should always verify multi-hit capability and threat
specific stopping power with any model, level or brand of
armor.
Outside of the NIJ, there are other testing protocols that
Level III-A is next in line. This rating is meant to stop .44
have been established. The military has the SAPI (Small Arms
Magnum Jacketed Hollow Points travelling at 1,400 feet per
Protective Insert) program. This program features plates
second. Like level II armor, level III-A is usually of the soft varidesigned to military specs. They saw first use with the Interety, but rigid armor plates can also be found with a III-A rating.
ceptor carrier system, followed by the IOTV (Improved Outer
These are sometimes referred to as “speed plates” because
Tactical Vest) and MTV (Modular Tactical Vest). In 2005, the
they offer one of the lightest possible solutions while sacrificmilitary moved to the ESAPI or “Enhanced SAPI” program.
ing some of the coverage area that you would normally find in
Sizes for any E/SAPI designated plate range from extra small
soft armor rigs. As of this writing, there is an NIJ certification
(7.25 x 11.5 inches) to extra large (11x 14 inches).
program for III-A soft armor but not for III-A rigid plates.
The DEA and FBI maintain their own separate testing protoLevel III on the NIJ’s level system is where we enter the world
cols. There are also “Special Threat” plates, such as the Venof rifle plates, sometimes referred to as “hard inserts.” Level III
ture FM-STX, which are designed to stop all of the most complates are designed to stop six spaced hits of 7.62X51 mm
mon threats you might encounter domestically (AR-15, AK-47
NATO (Full Metal Jacket) travelling at 2,750 feet per second.
and pistol rounds) while being thin and economical. Such
This is roughly equivalent to the common .308 Winchester
plates are not certified by the NIJ because there is no testing
hunting round. With all NIJ armor ratings, it is important to
protocol for them, yet they
know and understand that a plate rated to stop a particular
still fill a very vital area of
threat may not stop a bullet that is smaller caliber. In fact, there
need.
are situations where a bullet travelling slower might penetrate
some armor types while the same bullet at a
higher speed may not. Issues like this are
what can make selecting armor more difficult
but buying a product without fully understanding its true capabilities is even worse.
Though the 7.62x51 mm NATO used in
testing level III armor might generally be
thought of as “bigger” than the 5.56 mm
round fired by AR-15s and other rifles, there
are varieties in the 5.56 mm caliber that pose
problems for some armor materials. For
instance, the M855 “Green Tip” can penetrate pure polyethylene plates while the
M193 variety can penetrate steel such as
AR500. Bullet velocity plays a role in penetration, but these are well known vulnerabilities. As a result, some manufacturers use a
III+ designation to rate their plates. The NIJ
does not recognize the III+ but most manufacturers use it to indicate protection from
Shields offer an extra layer of protection when crossing open territory.
NIJ threat level III plus M855 and M193

BEYOND NIJ PROTOCOLS
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SOFT ARMOR BACKER
Once you have decided the threat level that meets your
requirements, you may also want to consider whether you
need Stand-Alone or In-Conjunction plates. The vast majority
of body armor is considered Stand-Alone, meaning it does not
need a soft armor backer to meet its threat rating. In-Conjunction plates are designed to meet their rating only when worn
over soft armor. Some plates may be listed as “level III/IV
ICW,” which means the plate is rated as a level III without a
backer and level IV with a backer.
No matter what type of hard insert you choose, it is always a
good idea to wear a soft armor backer to help reduce blunt
force trauma. Though a plate might stop a bullet, it would be a
mistake to assume that the wearer will be injury free afterward.
There is still a lot of energy being transferred into the plate and
then into the wearer’s body. Plate backers can help mitigate
some of this force, reducing the chance of severe injury.
All armor types have pros and cons, each of which falls
under the three selection categories mentioned earlier;
weight, threat level, and cost. It always comes back to those.
Because of the variances in performance, no armor should
ever be referred to as “bulletproof” and you should beware a
company that uses the phrase. Only “bullet resistant” is truly
applicable.

MATERIALS AND METRICS
There are a number of different materials used in the manufacture of rifle plates. Among them are compressed lami-

Noting the protection level of helmets and shields is every bit as important when planning your threat response or anticipated threat.
nates, including high-density polyethylene, ceramics and
Kevlar. The laminate materials usually differ from those found
in soft armor. For instance, Kevlar used in soft armor will likely
be a different variety than what you would find in a hard plate.
Laminate materials used in hard armor manufacturing are
almost always thermally molded and/or compressed.
With different materials comes different performance metrics. Perhaps the most significant difference is weight; in
armor, lighter weight means higher cost, often to a significant
degree. When you want the lightest materials and construction technologies currently available, the costs will reflect this.

Caption caption

K9s are an important asset to any department and often the ﬁrst one through the door.
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During the decision making process for
selecting armor, you will always be balancing weight and cost. If you need to wear
armor for more than a very short period
of time, the value of lightweight armor
cannot be overstated.

BEFORE YOU BUY …
Establish your requirements
before you begin shopping for
armor. What factor is the most
important to you? Do you need
the lightest weight possible? Do you
expect to encounter pistol or rifle
rounds? Is there a particular or unusual
round that is common in your theater of
operation? Do you need a multi-hit plate? Do
you need a plate that floats in water? And of
course, there is the issue of how much you can
spend. While there are solutions to fit most budgets, I
believe that a buyer—whether an individual or agency—
should be very careful not to sacrifice so much for the sake
of saving money that they wind up with a product that does
not meet there needs or worse, isn’t viable.
People will not wear armor that is too heavy and even if
they do, it may impede their mobility, actually increasing the
danger to them in hostile situations. It’s good to stop a bullet
but it’s much, much better to avoid getting shot altogether. TW

Soft armor is typically the most common and least expensive choice.

Is there a particular or
unusual round that is common in
your theater of operation? Do you need
a multi-hit plate? Do you need a plate
that ﬂoats in water?

MagnumAntiballisticSystems.com offers a one-size-ﬁts-all solution that
can be stashed in a locker or desk drawer to protect soft targets.
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Trigger control is not the only game. To make the shot, you’ll need
to understand the forces affecting the bullet after it leaves
the muzzle and before it reaches the target.
BY GORDON MEEHL
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T

woods with dinner. Wind reading can be
defined more specifically as applying past
experience to develop a systematic approach
to modifying your shooting platform. This
should be done in such a way as to minimize
the negative effects of current environmental
conditions on the ballistics of your projectile
as it travels down range to hit your target at
the intended point of impact. That overly
worded sentence is just a fancy way to say that you have to
learn how hard and in which direction the wind is blowing so
you can adjust your aim to impact point to whatever it is
you’re trying to hit.
Wind calling is neither an innate skill nor a skill with an “ahha” moment of epiphany after which you’re a master. With
experience, however, you can proceed forward with increasing
confidence. In other words, it is a skill that always needs honing
and a skill that is very perishable without practice. With every
shot you increase your level of comfort in determining what the
wind is doing in your target environment, what it will do to your
bullet and how to compensate for it with a proper shooting
solution.
First, we need to hit on some basics. What is this invisible

he wind to a long-range shooter is like a rolling green to a golfer
making a long putt. A golfer must observe the conditions of the
green. Does the green slope left, right, up or down? Does it
change over the course of the putt? What is the condition of the grass?
Likewise, long-range shooting is all about observing the details of not
only your immediate environment but also the changing conditions
along your projectile’s path of travel. In short, a long-range shooter
must learn to read the wind like a golfer reads a green.

Unlike their spiked-shoed brethren sending a ball across the
varying landscape of a putting green, a long-distance shooter
can’t see the forces affecting change on his projectile. The
wind is invisible. So, how do you read what you can’t see? The
answer is both simple and complex. Instead of reading actual
wind, he observes what the wind is doing to the environment.
The shooter learns to see the effects of the wind, how it
moves trees or dust, where it’s coming from and what terrain
it’s blowing through. That’s the easy part. Using this information, the shooter will estimate how his bullet might react to
these conditions as the cross its path to the target. That’s the
complex part.
“Reading the wind,” or “wind calling,” is the essential skill for
successfully breaking the X, ringing the gong or leaving the
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“

Wind calling is neither an innate skill
nor a skill with an ‘ah-ha’ moment of epiphany
after which you’re a master.

”

CHECKING YOUR WORK
It’s essential to learn the basics before geeking out on available technology but at times, new tech can help the beginning shooter tackle
more complex concepts quicker. Depending on the size of the rock your
throwing down range, misses can make direct hits on your wallet. Using a
good wind meter can help verify your estimating skills.
The Kestrel 5700 elite, for example, is a great tool to aid the novice in

The Kestrel 5700 Elite uses data from Applied Ballistics to send
advanced ballistic data and shooting solutions to your smart phone.
Equally great for novice and experience shooters.

understanding the complex nature of the ballistics the shot your about
to take. The Elite is loaded with projectile data from Applied Ballistics

though it maybe) do the math yourself and use the 5700 to check your

and interfaces with your smart phone. Enter some basic information

work. This is an easy way to make sure you’re understanding and

about the bullet and up pops all the ballistic information needed to

accounting for all the factors that effect the success or failure of your

develop a shooting solution. This information algorithmically combined

shot. You can also ﬂatten the wind calling learning curve by carrying

with the atmospheric conditions being monitored by the Kestrel sends to

around the device around everywhere you go. Then, in your free

your smartphone the correct adjustments to make to you scope.

moments, estimate the wind and double check it against the reading

You needn’t be an advanced shooter to beneﬁt from this advanced
shooting tech. But you can’t rely solely on technology. Technology fails,
batteries die etc. Rather than blindly following the output (accurate

you take with the wind meter.
It can’t be stressed enough; practice, practice, practice; estimate,
verify, repeat.
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Mountainous areas are notoriously difficult. As the morning temperatures warm, winds move up the hills and then back down as the mercury drops in
the evening.
force that is pushing around the rocks
we’re throwing down range? Wind is
caused by the movement of air from an
area of high pressure to an area of lower
pressure. The greater the pressure differential the faster the air moves to the
area of lower pressure. Atmospheric

pressure isn’t the only thing that affects
the speed on the wind. The landscape
and configuration of the terrain also can
determine wind speed. Trees and undergrowth can create a “wind shadow,”
where as a gap in an outcropping of
rocks can increase the wind speed much

BALLISTICS CARDS AND WIND DRIFT
You can use any of several quality ballistic software, phone apps or the data from various
manufacturers’ websites to provide speciﬁc wind drift data for your exact load. This information
will be stated as its full value, i.e. that would be, for a 3 or 9 o’clock wind. By looking at the clock
diagram can easily ascertain how much of this full value applies to your wind. When it’s directly
right or left, it’s the full value. The closer the wind direction is to 12 or 6 o’clock, the less its value.
Oblique winds, the winds in between, will have values that fall somewhere in the middle.

Distance in Yards & Full Value of a 10 MPH Drift (in Inches)
Full value 10 mph data for the .308, 175-grain Match, with a muzzle velocity of 2600 fps
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like how water behaves when you put
your thumb over the end of a hose.
For the purposes of our discussion,
we’ll assume the wind is constant over
the path of travel to our target. Additionally, to keep this a high level discussion and focused solely on the wind,
we’ll ignore factors like spin drift and the
ballistic coefficients of different calibers. It is worth noting, however, that to
develop a complete shooting solution in
any given situation you’ll also need to be
intimately familiar with the exterior ballistics of your chosen cartridge. Thick,
War and Peace like volumes, written by
smarter men than me, have been dedicated to explaining the calculus of why
a .223 m193 will behave differently than
match grade ammo in the same caliber
under the same conditions. However,
we’ll save that discussion for another
time.
As stated previously, to read the wind
means not only the figuring wind’s
speed but its direction as well. Both of
these are done indirectly by observing

Bigger calibers may buck the wind better, but they are no magic bullet. Even the venerable .50 BMG shooter has to account for wind drift over distance.
how the wind is affecting the environment. The basic rules of thumb when
observing the wind to determine speed
is as follows:
A wind lightly felt upon your face is 3 to
5 mph. A wind that rustles leaves is 5 to 8
mph. An 8 to 12 mph wind will raise dust.
Small trees start to sway at 12 to 15 mph.
Water begins to whitecap at 17 mph.
Another way to estimate wind
speed is to observe its effect on the
heat mirage. What is heat mirage? You
can easily see the mirage snaking off
the road on hot summer day. Mirage is
most obvious to the naked eye when
the temperature is high, but with practice you can use the following technique to see the mirage at more moderate temperatures. To see the mirage,
simply focus your scope on your target
then slightly un-focus your scope until
you begin to see the heat wave of the
mirage. When there’s no wind (or
there’s a head or tail wind) the mirage
rises straight up and down. When the
mirage slants at about 60 degrees, the

wind is blowing at an estimated 1 to 3
mph; at 45 degrees, we can figure the
wind is at 4 to 7 mph. The mirage
begins to lay flat at 10 to 12 mph. To
determine the wind direction using the
mirage, simply rotate your spotting
scope until the mirage lines become
perpendicular to the ground, which
means your scope, is now parallel to
the wind.
Knowing wind direction is crucial to
assigning a value to how much the wind
pushes your bullet. A side-to-side wind
affects the bullet much differently than
the same wind blowing head on. The
applied force of the wind is increased or
decreased depending on its angle of
attack relative to the bullet’s path of
travel. To more easily understand it,
imagine you’re at the center of a clock.
Twelve o’clock is the direction of your
target. Moving around the clock, the
wind will act on the bullet as follows:
12 head wind – no calculated wind effect
1 & 2 half-value head wind push to the left

0°

No wind (or head or tail wind).

45°

Wind at 4 to 7 mph.

60°

Wind at 1 to 3 mph.
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Iron sights present a unique challenge as you cannot easily dial in the dope on the scope.
However, with practice, you’ll learn your hold offs and hold overs.
3 full value push to the left
4 & 5 half-value tailwind push to the left
6 tail wind no calculated wind effect
7 & 8 half-value tail wind push the right
9 full value push to the right
10 & 11 half-value headwind push to the
right
This is where the fun begins, with the
information you now have, you can
begin to create a strategy for negating
the effects of the wind by adjusting your
aim to get your bullet on target. A simple
solution to negating the wind is to
change the location from which you
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take your shot. If you change your
shooting position so it’s parallel to
the wind and/or closer to the target, you can forget about factoring the wind into your shooting
solution. A head or tail wind, in
theory, exerts no lateral force on
your bullet and therefore requires
no adjustment to your aim point.
Getting closer to your target minimizes the amount of time your
bullet is exposed to the wind and in
turn reduces, or eliminates, its ability to
push it off target.

Reading the mirage is critical when trees or ﬂags are not available to read the wind direction and
speed at varying distances along the bullet’s path.

However, changing the location from
where you are shooting is rarely practical or possible. The solution then is to
change how you are shooting. Putting
aside the exact mathematical gymnastics necessary to put a specific caliber
bullet in the center ring, the basic principal of wind compensation is to “simply”
shift your aim point into the wind to
achieve the desired point of impact. You
can do this in one of two ways; by moving the reticle within your scope or
“holding off” the reticle from your
desired point of impact.
To use the first method, you’ll need

change the relationship of the horizontal centerline of the scope to the centerline of your rifle. To do this you’ll adjust
your scope’s windage dial (turret) a prescribed amount. Doing so allows you to
continue to center your reticle on the
point of impact while your rifle points
into the wind. For example, if the wind
has caused your bullet to impact the
target 3 inches to the left, you would
adjust the turret so your reticle (the centerline of your scope) shifts to the left.
When you re-center your reticle on your
desired point of impact your rifle will be
pointing into the wind the proper
amount and the next shot will hit the
desired point of impact.
Using the hold-over method requires
a little more finesse as the relationship
of scope and rifle remains constant
while the shooter “holds” the reticle off
the desired point of impact to compensate for the wind. Using the above
example, instead of adjusting the scope,
the shooter would shift his point of aim
3 inches to the right (into the wind) of
the desired point of impact.
Of course, that is over simplifying
scope adjustment and hold-over, but
nonetheless lays the foundation for
more complicated ballistic adjustments.
Correctly adjusting the scope will allow
for a more precise and repeatable shots

under constant condition. While holding
over is useful when a more flexible system is need for frequent or rapidly
changing conditions to your target
and/or environmental conditions.
Few things are more satisfying than
reading the wind, developing the correct shooting solution and ringing a
gong 1,000 yards away from a cold
bore, dropping a deer four football
fields away, or measuring a ¼ MOA
group inside the x-ring. The only way to
get there is to be constantly looking at
your environment and putting rounds
down range. My calculus teacher
always told me, “Practice makes adequate.” Though that maybe applicable
to a teen realizing the Nobel prize is out
of reach, it is not, fortunately, the case
for the long-distance shooter. Perfection is definitely a lofty goal and the
only way to get there is to practice. It
may be cliché but it is true: Every miss
is a teaching moment. Never be afraid
to miss or be discouraged when you do.
Just remember to document your
misses and what you did when you
missed. This DOPE (Data On Previous
Engagements) will help you to make
proper adjustments on future shots.
Before you know it you’ll be taking jaw
dropping shots and targets the naked
eye can’t see. TW
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TOP 10

Tactical
Fixed Blades

BY DAVE DOLBEE

W

hen selecting a tactical knife, consider how
the knife will be carried, where it will be carried and why it will be carried. For instance, is
the knife going to fill a utility role as well as a defensive/offensive role? If so, which will be the primary role?
Do you want a knife that is so sharp you can shave with it
but likely won’t hold an edge as long, or one that is a little toothier but will cut rope, chop wood and feel just as
sharp without meeting the stone?
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If simplicity is what you are looking for, a fixed blade will top
your list. Likewise, fixed blades normally excel for survival and
durability. However, if you are also interested in an everyday day
carry (EDC) and something you can carry without drawing
undue attention, check out the folders—but not today. This story
is all about the most badass tactical blades on the market.
Either way, and regardless the mission or need, you need to
do your homework and select a knife that won’t fail when you
need it the most.
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BOKER PLUS
ARMED FORCES
TACTICAL TANTO

Everyone knows that equipment
at the so-called PX Shops on U.S.
military bases is mediocre to full
craptastic. All hope is not lost, however, because our men and women in
uniform can also buy knives and
other goods privately.
Aside from the regular manufactured brand knives, the Armed
Forces developed a few special
models that perfectly fit the needs
and requirements of the fighting soldiers. The order for different fighting
knives was given for the first time to
a foreign company—Boker. Under
the label Boker Plus, this new series
will be produced with strict instructions and quality. The main
characteristic is that all
models are designed to perform under any circumstance with the best price-performance ratio.
PVD-coated 440C stainless steel
blades provide the edge-holding
ability needed for rugged field use.
The handles are made of solid G-10,
and deep checkering prevents slipping of the handles.
Grips: Black G10
Blade Length: 7.33 inches
Overall Length: 13 inches
Weight: 12.4 ounces
Blade: Titanium-nitridecoated 440C stainless steel
MSRP: $95.95; boker.de/us

ONTARIO KNIFE COMPANY
BLACKBIRD SK-5 NOIR

Designed by survivalist Paul
Scheiter, the OKC Black Bird SK-5
Noir was not built to be flashy or
overcomplicated. Instead, Scheiter
identified all of the possible features
a knife could contain and then
stripped it down to only the best survival essentials. Featuring a 5-inch
blade with a center point and full,
flat grind, the new version now
sports a durable black epoxy powder
coat. At 10 inches overall, the 0.13inch thick stainless steel 154CM
blade is robust and versatile enough
to meet the challenges of bushcraft,
survival, hunting and tactical situations alike.
The OKC Black Bird SK-5 Noir
is outfitted with a dark micarta
handle to ensure durability and a
solid grip regardless of the conditions. The new tactical black sheath
offers the same great reliability and
function as its companion thanks to
the rot-reducing tactical nylon construction, which is fully MOLLE compatible. The sheath also allows the
wearer the ability to use an integrated belt loop for a more traditional carry.
Grips: Black G10
Blade Length: 5 inches
Overall Length: 10 inches
Weight: 12.4 ounces
Blade: 154 CM Stainless Steel
MSRP: $186.95; ontarioknife.com
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COLD STEEL
KOBUN

KERSHAW
DISKIN HUNTER

The Kobun is a lightweight
Tanto-styled boot knife. It takes its
name from the Japanese martial, or
underworld, where the word Kobun
means soldier. It’s a fitting name for
a knife such as the Kobun, which was
effectively designed to be “a good
soldier.” In profile, it closely resembles Cold Steel’s Master Tanto but
sports a thinner blade that supports
its main function—being a lightweight boot knife.
Like Cold Steel’s other Tantos, the
Kobun features the Tanto-styled
reinforced point. It is highly resistant
to bending or breaking because it is
reinforced by the full thickness of the
blade’s spine running almost to the
very tip of the blade.
The Kobun’s deeply checkered
Kray-Ex handle is designed to offer
minimum bulk with maximum grip.
Its cross section was made as thin as
possible (approximately ½-inch),
and then contoured to resist turning
or shifting in the hand. The Kobun
comes complete with a Secure-Ex
sheath.

We don’t know whether a tactical hunting knife should really be
called elegant, but if any hunting
knife could, it would be the Diskin
Hunter. And its elegance would
come from its match of form and
function.
The Diskin Hunter has a big, droppoint blade that’s designed for a
wide range of field-dressing tasks. Of
course, this wide blade makes a
great skinner, but it’s also capable of
helping with all kinds of other campsite tasks. The Diskin Hunter’s blade
is built of premium 14C28N stainless
steel. As part of Kershaw’s American-Made Hunters series, this
hunter—like so many of those who
use it—is made in the USA.
You’ll also note the slim handle
that custom knife maker, Matt Diskin,
put on his Diskin Hunter. The handle
style is classic Diskin—slimmer, yet
secure in the hand. The textured G10 scales have a wide edge bevel for
a super-comfortable grip. To appreciate it, you’ll really need to wrap
your hand around it, which you’ll
easily be able to do—even with
gloves on.
With its match of Diskin form to
all-purpose hunting knife function,
the Diskin Hunter is sure to become
your go-to knife if you prefer a larger,
wider blade. A leather sheath with
belt loop is included.

Grip: Black Kray-Ex
Blade Length: 5.5 inches
Overall Length: 9.875 inches
Weight: 4.4 ounces
Blade: Japanese AUS-8A stainless
MSRP: $59.99; coldsteel.com

Grips: Black G10
Blade Length: 4 inches
Overall Length: 9.5 inches
Weight: 5.0 ounces
Blade: Sandvik 14C28N
MSRP: $89.99;
kershawknives.com
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ATLAS DYNAMIC DEFENSE
HARBINGER
REX

When size matters and more is
simply MORE, the Harbinger Rex is
a top choice. The Harbinger Rex is
designed to be big, intimidating yet
proportional, well balanced and
highly functional. The Harbinger Rex
is built from Crucible CPM S-30V,
deep-cryo treated and hardened to
57-58 Rockwell. Both the Harbinger
and Harbinger Rex are being field
tested in the jungles of Belize by a
British military team.
As with all Atlas Dynamic Defense
knives, the scales are user-serviceable and removable without the use
of specialized tooling. To remove,
change the scales or 550 wrap the
handle. The user can simply use a
coin, rifle/pistol cartridge or other flat
object to spin the exterior hardware.
It is simple, quick, and can be done in
the field. Each knife can be lashed to
a pole or made into a spear in
extreme survival situations.
Credentialed government purchasing agents and logistics officers
may special request that this item be
sourced from non-U.S. made materials and “sterilized” with no
logos/markings. Atlas Dynamic
Defense is currently providing preorder authorization for government
contractors, logistics officers, LEOs
and documented first responders.
Grips: Micarta or G-10
Blade Length: 6 inches
Overall Length: 11.8 inches
Weight: 15.04 ounces
Blade: CPM S30vSteel
MSRP: $359;
atlasdynamicdefense.com
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CRKT
MINIMALIST BOWIE

TOPS
JACKAL SURVIVOR

CRKT offers the Minimalist
Bowie, a deep-bellied clip-point
Bowie style 2.125-inch blade for
those who desire a classic hunting knife blade shape. The small,
lightweight knife, which features
metalworker Alan Folts’ Minimalist neck design, can be used for
camp chores, cooking, and even
skinning and dressing in a pinch. It is
also an excellent survival knife.
The Minimalist Bowie gives surprising comfort and control, thanks
to the unusual geometry of the fulltang blades, aided by three finger
choils, friction grooves for the thumb,
hand-contoured green-black resin
impregnated fiber scales and a
braided fob. Unlike many small neck
knives, this handle is really functional
for a wide variety of daily cutting
tasks.
Each Minimalist comes with a custom-fitted glass-filled nylon sheath
and neck paracord for inverted carry
as a neck knife. The knife is held
securely in place by a positive detent
that locks the base of the blade in
place for maximum safety. Because
the knife and sheath weigh about 2
ounces together, it is a personal carry
you will barely notice.

The Team Jackal Survivor was
designed to bring its adversary down
with stealth and strength. Covert
operatives can be expected to perform a wide variety of tasks. Recon
missions lasting for days, raids
involving close quarters combat, and
high-risk rescue missions don’t even
scratch the surface of what can be
expected from a soldier. So having a
blade that can help him/her get
through the unknown unknowns is
vital.
This version of the Team Jackal
comes with 1095 high carbon steel
that is simple to re-sharpen and has
excellent edge retention, both great
qualities for a field knife. The Coyote
Tan powder coat protects the steel
from the elements and reduces
shine so your adversaries won’t see
you coming. Strong and sturdy black
G10 handles with our Rocky Mountain Tread allow for a solid grip in
almost any condition.

Grips: Green/black resin
Blade Length: 2.125 inches
Overall Length: 5.13 inches
Weight: 1.6 ounces
Blade: 5Cr15MoV
MSRP: $39.99; crkt.com
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Grips: Black G10
Blade Length: 5 inches
Overall Length: 9.75 inches
Weight: 8.9 ounces
Blade: 1095
MSRP: $175; topsknives.com
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ZERO TOLERANCE
0180

Based on Rick Hinderer’s Fieldtac knife, the new Zero Tolerance
0180 is a smaller and lighter fixedblade knife, yet it’s built to handle
tough duty.
The blade is made of Vanadis 4
Extra powder metallurgical cold
work steel. This steel is designed for
hard use and offers good wear resistance. Resistance to chipping and
cracking makes it applicable for
hard-use applications like the 0180.
It is also suitable for coating—which
ZT does with tungsten DLC nonreflective coating.
The 0180’s handle scales are G-10
for durability as well as reduced
weight. The handle locks right into
the hand and the forefinger contour
provides grip security. Heavy jimping
on the spine further enhances grip.
The 0180 comes with a convenient
belt sheath.
Grip: Black G10
Blade Length: 4.2 inches
Overall Length: 9.2 inches
Weight: 8.7 ounces
Steel: Vanadis 4 Extra
MSRP: $275; ztknives.com

SOG
KIKU - LARGE FIXED

Building upon SOG’s long tradition of honoring Japanese knife makers, the new fixed-blade Kiku uses
the collaborative design talents of
SOG and Kiku Matsuda, one of the
foremost tactical knife designers in
Japan. SOG and Master Kiku Matsuda have won awards on collaborations before, and this knife should
turn heads, too. The elegant linen
micarta handle is rugged and easy to
clean, while the AUS8 stainless steel
blade is set up for years of reliable
service.
SOG’s Kiku features a great allaround blade shape, good for most
outdoor and hunting tasks as well as
filling a role when the need arises.
The Kiku is constructed from high
grade stainless steel with edge
retention and rust resistance.
The handle provides plenty of
hand purchase, thanks to the composite fabric in a thermosetting plastic construction. The blade has a single sharpened edge, which provides
clean cuts and easy serviceability.
Grips: Linen Micarta
Blade Length: 5.6 inches
Overall Length: 10.76 inches
Weight: 11.2 ounces
Blade: RC. 56-58
MSRP: $218; sogknives.com TW
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A man’s greatest work is to break his enemies,
to drive them before him, to take from them
all the things that have been theirs,
to hear the weeping of those that cherished them.

”

— Genghis Khan

RUGER AR-556

D I R E C T I M P I N G E M E N T, M O D E R N S P O R T I N G R I F L E

Flattop Upper Receiver Features a
Forward Assist, Dust Cover and
Brass Deﬂector

16.10'', Medium Contour, Cold
Hammer-Forged Barrel with
Ruger ® Flash Suppressor
and 1:8'' Twist **

Post Front Sight and Ruger ® Rapid
Deploy Folding Rear Sight

Ergonomic Pistol
Grip Features an
Extended Trigger
R

100%

Milled Gas Block
Has Multiple
Attachment
Points Including
a QD Socket and
Bayonet Lug,**
f r
li

The Ruger ® AR-556 ® is a semi-automatic, M4-style, direct
impingement Modern Sporting Rifle that offers consumers
an affordable, American-made rifle with the rugged reliability they have come to expect from Ruger. Extensively tested during
its development, the AR-556 ® is constructed from top-quality components, including forged 7075-T6 aluminum upper and
lower receivers and a cold hammer-forged, chrome-moly steel barrel with M4 feed ramp cuts. Chambered in 5.56 NATO, the
AR-556’s carbine-length, flattop, M4 design is fully configured with a Ruger ® Rapid Deploy folding rear sight, milled F-height gas
block with post front sight, forward assist, dust cover, brass deflector, telescoping six-position or fixed stock, improved trigger-reach
grip and enlarged trigger guard. Standardized M4/AR components are utilized throughout, so the AR-556 ® can be customized easily.
* Some riﬂes may not be available in all states and locales due to laws limiting magazine capacity and feature-based restrictions. Please check with your local law enforcement agency prior to purchasing this ﬁrearm
to verify that it may legally be purchased and/or possessed in your particular state and locale.
** State compliant model 8502 is offered with a ﬁxed stock, heavy contour barrel, no bayonet lug or ﬂash suppressor and includes one, 10-round magazine.

Join Ruger and help us raise $4,000,000 for the NRA.
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